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Anti-Fracking:

Use of hemp :

http://www.loveleitrim.org/

HempHelps.org

MIT Scientist Uncovers Link Between Glyphosate,
GMOs And The Autism Epidemic – For more :

http://reset.me/story/mit-scientist-uncovers-linkbetween-glyphosate-gmos-and-the-autism-epidemic/
Autism is one of humanity’s most mysterious afflictions. The disorder, which can hinder
communication, empathy and other social skills on a spectrum ranging from mild to severe,
affects as many as 1 in 68 children born in the United States, according to the Centers for
Disease Control, up from 1 in 150 at the turn of the century. No one knows exactly what has
caused the increase, but one researcher is pointing her finger at a chemical called glyphosate,
more widely known as the active ingredient in the ubiquitous weed killer Roundup.
Phone : 087 619 8265
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with the public in Ireland that the value of

EDITORIAL - BY JOHN
HAUGHTON

trees is not fully understood. The essential
functions they fulfil with regard to carbon
storage (climate change function), oxygen

Forest Friends Ireland is unique among

supply,

environmental NGOs in Ireland in having

construction/furniture making, woodcrafts,

rolled out and piloted phase one of the

biodiversity, flood control, soil purification

Peace Forest Ireland Project. We have

and

already planted peace trees in the border

employment are not fully appreciated. If

counties in the years 2013 to 2016. Details

these functions were fully understood and

of the tree plantings are contained in the

the fact that a single mature tree could

Peace Forest discussion document in this

have a value in the region of $200,000

magazine/newsletter and in Forest Friends

people would not be so quick to tell them

website, Forest Friends Ireland Facebook

It is important that native Irish hardwood

and Peace Forest Ireland Facebook. It is

trees are planted as we have found in our

time now to structure the project in order

research when speaking to fishermen that

to best achieve its objectives. The Peace

where conifer plantations exist that trout

Forest seeks to help in some ways to

and other fish are seriously affected

overcome the effects of any lingering

because

legacy issues and ultimately to have

jeopardised.

communities working together as part of
the Northern Ireland Peace dividend,
developing joint environmental projects
with cultural sharing and exchange. This
will be the essential sociological aspects of
the project and the project will seek to
engage all age groups and schools. The
structured elements now needed are
steering group, technical expert group,
fundraising and implementation group,
educational/community development and
cultural exchange group. Anyone

who

would like to work in any of these groups
should contact Forest Friends as soon as
possible.

The working groups based on

partnerships will be formed before the
coming planting season which commences
in November 2016.

The educational

air

enrichment,

the

purification,

enterprise

spawning

of

and

fish

The project seeks initially to establish an
office in one of the border areas, secure a
five acre site which is rich in native Irish
tree biodiversity, create several group
project initiatives inclusive of all the border
counties, and eventually establish a visitor
centre

of

international

interest,

of

excellence, based on all aspects of trees,
promoting

food

sovereignty,

with

educational, environmental and ecological
dimensions, including an interpretative
centre demonstrating best practice in
woodcrafts,

horticulture,

gardening,

Sylva-culture and permaculture.
John Haughton Chairman Forest Friends
Ireland/Cáirde na Coille 8/6/16

aspect cannot be emphasised too much.
We have found generally in our contact
Phone : 087 619 8265
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A SONG OF APRIL - BY FRANCIS

THE UPSIDE DOWN FOREST - BY

LEDWIGE

NATALIE DELANEY

“The censer of the eglantine was moved
By little lane winds, and the watching faces
Of garden flowerets, which of old she
loved,
Peep shyly outward from their silent
places.
But when the sun arose the flowers grew
bolder,

“One day I went to the upside down forest,
Everything was funny because squirrels
hung upside down
and bats cracked nuts.
It was so much fun that the sun began to
rain

And she will be in the white, I thought, and

and the clouds began to shine

she

If you ever go, I hope you have fun with
the sun.”

Will have a cuckoo on her either shoulder,
And woodbine twines and fragrant wings
of pea.
And I will meet her on the hills of South,
And I will lead her to a northern water,
My wild one, the sweet beautiful uncouth,
The eldest maiden of the Winter’s
daughter.
And down the rainbows of her noon shall
slide
Lark music, and the little sunbeam people,
And nomad wings shall fill the river side,
And ground winds rocking in the lily’s
temple.”

SOURCES:
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland/photos
Seeing the Wood and the Trees by Rosemarie Rowley and John Haughton
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MY FAVORITE TREE - BY AMELIE
GEIGER AND EMILIE MALLINGER

THE GIANT SEQUOIA - BY EMILIE
My favorite tree is the giant sequoia. When
I was a child I used to go walking with my

THE APPLE TREE - BY AMELIE

parents and my little sister in a forest not
far away from my village. In fact, my village
is surrounded by a lot of forests because I
live in the countryside. At this time, my
favorite cartoon was “Christophe the
magical Christmas tree”. The cartoon tells
the story of a Christmas tree named
Christophe who is very sad because he
knows that he will be taken away from his
My favorite tree is the apple tree because

family and his forest.

this tree is in our garden since I was born
and it has always existed.
Moreover, this apple tree reminds me of
childhood memories: picking apples with
my

two

sisters

in

order

to

make

applesauce with my father or pies with my
grandmother.
Apples pies of my grand-mother on
Sundays were the opportunity to share a
nice moment all together with my family:

But at the end, he realizes that he has
been cut to be decorated as a magical

my grandma, my parents and sisters but

Christmas tree, who will never fade and

also with my aunts and cousins. It allowed

will make all the children happy. But let’s

us to be all together and to talk about

go back to the sequoia. This giant tree has

anything.

been imported from America 50 years ago.

But now, we have all grown up and

As a child, I thought that this tree was just

unfortunately we cannot see each other

a very big Christmas tree. That’s why I

every time we would like.

called it Christophe. My sister and I
believed that if we walked around the tree
while repeating our wishes, they would
become true. We kept doing that year

SOURCES:

after year.

http://www.150.parks.ca.gov
http://jlggb.net
Phone : 087 619 8265
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TREES I LIKE - BY LINDA FOLEY

POPLARS - BY PATRICK KAVANAGH

My name is Silver Birch,

“I walked under the tall poplars that my

My roots go down, down, down,

father planted

I’m a silvery, greyish, brown,

On a day in April when I was a boy

And you won’t find me in town.

Running beside the heap of saplings
From which he picked the straightest
spears of sky.

I am a brown-leafed beech

The sun was shining that day

I live in chill brown soil,

As he shone for the Tuatha de Danann

And when birds come to nest,

And no one was old or sad

I put it close to my chest

For life was just beginning”

Down the road is a willow tree
In the wind it has witches’ hair
It’s only small, three years in all,
And most of the buds have green coats.

An evergreen is always green,
And acorns don’t come from me,
In church yards you might find me.

I am an oak, I wear a hard brown cloak
My leaves are green, I’m always seen
I’m very clean, I am an oak.

SOURCES:
Seeing the Wood and the Trees by Rosemarie Rowley and John Haughton

Phone : 087 619 8265
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THE FOREST OF CHILDREN
DREAMING - BY JOHN HAUGHTON
The Ballyfermot Schools Forest Project,

Forest Friends Ireland is glad to be
associated

with

all

aspects

of

the

Ballyfermot Schools Project.

which was the recipient of the Guinness
Living Dublin Award, and which also
received an award from the AIB Better

LILACS IN THE CITY - BY PATRICK
KAVANAGH

Ireland Awards, is an excellent example of
the

development

of

environmental

awareness and practical projects within the

There are lilacs in the city

schools themselves. It is a partnership

I saw them looking over

project where the schools worked closely

Black walls like pretty

with Dublin Corporation, the Ballyfermot
Partnership and the ‘CREW’ project, set up
under the jobs initiative.
The schools in Ballyfermot now have a
nature garden in each of the schools as

Nuns of an enclosed Order
Curious to know
How the earth-wheels go
I said to them: close down

well as annual tree planting. Great credit is

Your eyelids on the town

due to the teachers, the pupils, parents

And do not heed

and

caretakers

for

wholeheartedly

embracing the project and taking many

The streeted ghosts of speed

initiatives. A unique project developed

And do not imagine that

within the initiative was the Orchard

God so excited at

Project whereby two hundred apple trees
were planted by the pupils and their

The wonder machines

parents in their gardens. This was made

For Death will reap them all

possible by a Millenium grant.

But for you the Eternal queens

The Forest of Children Dreaming is a

Blow kisses.

very special project whereby the pupils in

Do not look beyond your wall.

the different schools, have written poems
about trees and the environment. Peter
Mooney, a local man, thought up the title
for the two books published which are
available in the public libraries. We have
not been able to include here all the
poems we liked.
SOURCES:
Seeing the Wood and the Trees by Rosemarie Rowley and John Haughton
Phone : 087 619 8265
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DISCUSSION DOCUMENT - PEACE
FOREST IRELAND PROJECT - BY
JOHN HAUGHTON

existing natural woodlands, new tree
planting,

using

100%

commemorative
maximising

native

species,

trees,

woodcrafts,

community

involvement;

Ogham groves based on the Celtic tree

INTRODUCTION

alphabet;

tree

envisaged

will

nursery.
be

held

The
in

centre
trust

in

perpetuity for community benefit. This
Woodland Cross-border Peace Project with
Northern Ireland, and Republic of Ireland
will promote forest skills, a culture of trees
and

forests,

capacity

building

and

community development.
Peace

Forest

Ireland

The

Peace

Ireland

Project

Project:
Forest

involves the creation of
a peace forest stretching
all

along

counties
south

the

border

north

and

Ireland.

The

project was initiated by
Forest

Friends

who

did

The project is not

so

communities

and

and

involves

together

to

bringing
better

understand the cultural diversity and
biodiversity of the various communities.
Several thousand trees have already been
planted in Derry Londonderry, Donegal,
Fermanagh, Leitrim, Cavan, Monaghan,
Louth and Armagh, working with local
communities and local authorities. The
project envisages the creation of a Centre
of Forest Biodiversity, based on best
practice in Horticulture Silva culture and
Permaculture; a centre for environmental
education, incorporating visitor centre,
Phone : 087 619 8265

practice

of

farming as existing
but

to

be

complementary

to

them. It is intended
to
than

enhance

rather

damage local

landscapes. To assist

in

was launched at a Peace forum in Derry in
2013

with the structures

Ireland

partnership with Dublin North Rotary. It
Mayo

designed to interfere

The 2016 module of the Peace
Forest Project involves the
planting of 4,000
commemorative peace trees
in memory of all those who
lost their lives in the
Northern Ireland conflict

the design of the project and its planning
the elements incorporated in the Auroville
Peace Centre in Tamil Nadu India will be
examined. The 2016 module of the Peace
Forest Project involves the planting of
4,000 commemorative peace trees

in

memory of all those who lost their lives in
the Northern Ireland conflict- This will be
done by a process of

liaising with all

groups in the border counties in order to
involve them in the project. To assist the
process of planning and development of
this

module

of

the

peace

forest,

advertising will be placed in the local
newspapers

in

each

border

county

explaining what is envisaged and inviting

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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ideas, and promoting involvement and

border as far as the sea on the east

support. Partnerships will be encouraged

coast.

to assist all aspects and stages of the
peace forest project, and to assist in the

8) The intensity of the tree planting

sourcing of suitable sites. The overall

will depend on local conditions and

project is ongoing in short, medium and

the availability of lands and will

long terms. The potential of the project is
very significant in terms of climate change.
The Tree Council or Ireland has donated
five hundred trees, and the Woodland
Trust Northern Ireland is making 2,000
trees available.

3)

hedgerows,

groves,

woodlands, forests as appropriate.
9) The

project

maximising

to

be

based

biodiversity

of

on
our

promote

community

and

joint

10) To use a bottom up rather than a
top down approach.

1) To strengthen the Peace process

operation

of

native Irish hardwood trees.

A. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT:

2) To

consist

co-

projects

11) To

utilise

enterprises,

existing
public

business

and

private

between communities north and

where practicable, integrating them

south of the border planting peace

as far as possible in the process,

trees.

thus helping to sustain existing

To develop joint arboriculture,

jobs in the local areas.

sylvaculture

and

Permaculture

Peace Forests initiatives including

enterprises.
4) To provide training programs in
horticulture,

woodland

maximise

the

creation

the European Peace Forest, and the
Sahel project located in the African
countries south of the Sahara.

development and management.
5) To

12) To study and learn from existing

of

13) To plant one commemorative tree
for each person who died as a

sustainable jobs.
6) To set up management structures

result of or in the course of the

to ensure the success of the

Northern Ireland conflict. This to be

project.

done ideally in consultation with

7) To create a linear peace forest
stretching from Derry/Londonderry

the families of the bereaved. The
location

of

each

tree

to

in the counties on both sides of the
Phone : 087 619 8265
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determined

as

part

of

that

d) Identify
an

14) To maximise the participation of
local organisations in the process.

emphasis

on

native

Irish

e) Estimate of extent of tree planting,
numerically, that is possible within
a ten year period and the

facilities and enhance the quality of

contribution which these can make

ecological education available to

over a 100 year time span. The
economic values to be based on

them.

the following headings: Oxygen

16) To produce literature and IT based

provision, carbon storage/climate

resources in order to inform and

change, air pollution control,
prevention of soil erosion, land

involve the local communities and

fertility value, water recycling, flood

the wider public.

prevention, wildlife/biodiversity

The project is being promoted as part of

value,food

the current EU INTERREG Peace Four

(horticulture/permaculture),

consultative process and for consideration

building materials crafts and other

for Peace Four funding. Next Steps:

usages, aesthetic value, value in the
promotion of ecotourism, best

1. The project was developed within

farming and horticultural,

Rotary and the lead club was Dublin

permacultural and educational

North Rotary
2. Forest Friends Ireland has played the
lead role in the development of the

values and enhancements.
f)

3. Other partners for the project will be
identified in the near future.

a) GIS Mapping of tree cover along

the border
c) Estimate of the contribution of
in terms of

carbon storage and the other
functions of trees and woodlands

to

border

g) Estimate of the amount of lands
that will likely to become available
for planting in the next ten years.
h) Liaison with prospective partners
and stakeholders-establish steering

the border areas.
b) GIS mapping of tree species along

benefits

social, heritage, environmental.

4. The following specific steps are now
identified as follows:

Likely

communities, economic, cultural,

project.

Phone : 087 619 8265

most

hardwood species.

15) To link in with existing educational

in these areas

species

appropriate for new plantings with

consultation process.

present tree cover

tree

group.
i)

Develop a flagship project to
commence in the 2014/2015
planting season, for a
commemorative woodland
development for the planting of
trees to commemorate all those
who died as a result of the conflict

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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in Northern Ireland. Identify

B. THE ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT:

suitable site and tree donors.
Forest Friends have offered to

The Peace Forest Ireland Project had its

donate a substantial number of

origin within Forest Friends Ireland. The

trees and have a resource of 1,500

idea of a cross-border forest project had

trees approx. Other possible

been one of Forest Friends Ireland’s

partners and participants could be,

objectives since its inception fourteen

Social Farming Across Borders,

years ago John Haughton of Forest Friends

Macra na Feirme, the Woodland

joined Rotary (Dublin North Club) and with

Trust Northern

Rotary

Ireland, the Tree

the launch during

Council of Ireland,

Its ultimate success would
depend on communities on
both sides of the border
accepting the idea and
working together to plant
peace trees on suitable sites,
bringing the communities
closer together…

Coillte, CELT, Crann,
the Woodland
League, ProSilva
Ireland, the Forest
Service Northern
Ireland and the forest
Service Republic of
Ireland, Horticultural

2012.
It was based on
the idea that trees
could be planted
by

communities

working

co-

operatively in a

associations northern

continuous way in

Ireland and Republic

the

of Ireland, Society of Irish Foresters,
to mention just a few. The project
is open to other bodies to become

j)

planned

border

counties north and south, which joins the
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland,

involved. The planting of this

resulting in a more or less continuous

woodland could be completed as

canopy of native broad leafed hardwood

part of National Tree Week 2015.

trees

Continuous community and other
stakeholder

consultation

at

all

stages.

on communities on both sides of the
border accepting the idea and working
together to plant peace trees on suitable

John Haughton the then Environment and
Ecology

Its ultimate success would depend

Officer

Rotary

27/10/14

jjhaughton@gmail.com

sites, bringing the communities closer
together to cooperate on the

tree

planting and in other ways. The project will

Ph. 0876198265

involve

Ref: Peace Forest Ireland Facebook, Dublin

agencies,

North

organisations, specialist groups, individual

Rotary,

Forest

www.forestfriends.ie
Phone : 087 619 8265

Friends

Ireland

communities,
tree

groups,

schools,

public

environmental

businesses, business associations, ecoWebsites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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tourism

organisations

and

other

Londonderry to Armagh/Louth, working

organisations.

co-operatively and playing a key role in

C. PROJECT LAUNCH

planting trees in a variety of ways, whether

th

On the 26 May 2013, the first tree an oak
tree was planted by Sakugi Tanaka the
then President Rotary International in Saint
Columb's Park, Londonderry, Derry, as part
of the Derry/Londonderry Rotary Club
Peace Forum. It was fitting to plant an oak
tree,

after
to

celebrate

Derry/Londonderry
European
2013.

City

as

individual

tree

of

as

the

Culture

Oak trees for the first

planting were sponsored by

plantings,

groves,

hedgerows, woodland or small or larger
forest areas, joining together as far as
possible to form a continuous forest
canopy. Ideally communities on one side
of the border would

which

Derry/Londonderry is named,
and

North and South, from Donegal/Derry-

The peace forest project
has immense potential
and can augment the
peace process in a very
significant and symbolic
manner.

Van Der Vel Ltd., Aughrim,

plant on the other side
with

the

community

local
and

vice

versa. The concept is
also based on several
principles. First of all

empowerment.

Co. Wicklow, and Gallinagh

constructive

Secondly,

Nursery,
County Donegal. The peace forest project
has immense potential and can augment

involvement.

Thirdly, the principle of subsidiary function,
i.e. that tasks which can be effectively

the peace process in a very significant and

carried out at local level would operate at

symbolic manner. The photographs of the

that level rather than from above.

launch of the Peace Forest can be seen on

project will be community driven with the

Forest Friends web site and Forest Friends

support

Face book www.forestfrilends.ie

authorities,

on the

Dublin North Rotary website and through
an internet search.

necessary

government
and

of

local

departments,

private

agencies,

horticulturalists,

D. PROJECT - CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

tree

experts/dendrologists, foresters, garden
centres. The planting, production and care

The Forest is based on the idea of
communities all along the border between
Phone : 087 619 8265

public

where

The

of trees will require the development of
new skills within communities.

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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Networking whereby communities liaise

communities. This would be important

with each other and various experts would

from the point of tree care and awareness

be essential to the success of the project. It

of horticultural principles. From the point

would also be desirable that communities

of view of acquiring funding it is be

would form a collective to develop an

desirable

overall perspective and facilitation for

cooperate in a structural way, facilitating

example in the sharing of expert skills. A

the sourcing and managing of

steering group could be formed from

and ensuring that organisers are

that

representatives of the
participating
communities.
Timescales:

There

is

plenty

time

to

develop

of
the

project

from a single tree to a
forest and careful and
inclusive

planning

individual

communities

funding
held

accountable on behalf

. It is envisaged that while
the desirable structures are
being put in place that there
would be a series of tree
plantings all along the
border maximising
community participation.

is

of the overall project
and if desirable within
the
some

framework
kind

of
of

trusteeship or company
of limited liability. In
this regard the overall

required. There would be no time scale for

project could become

the completion of the Peace Forest, but

an entity which could seek charitable

there can be milestones along the way for
celebrating progress. Targets can be set

status and become a company of limited

for different timescales, including five

liability. This entity could not only source

years, ten years, etc.

funding but could take out insurance and

Organisational Structures: It is envisaged

could have a remit for aspects of the

that each local community would play a

management of health and safety aspects.

key role in all aspects of their part of the
Peace Forest, including location, choosing

Individual communities would themselves

trees, the extent of planting, and the

have responsibilities for these aspects on a

design. Each community will be enabled to

day to day basis however. But certain

nominate a representative or two to meet
with other participating communities to

aspects could be best dealt with on a

share expertise and ideas on all aspects

collective basis which could prove more

of the project.

economical also for all involved in the

It is also envisaged that a technical expert
group

will

be

formed

Phone : 087 619 8265

to

assist

process. It is envisaged that while the
desirable structures are being put in place

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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that there would be a series of

tree

plantings all along the border maximising
community participation. It is envisaged
that details of the Peace Forest Project and
all the modules contained therein

will be

fully published and in the public domain
by means of media exposure so that those
interested

in

the

project

can

come

together and participate at various levels.
Workshops,

seminars,

information

meetings,

tree

planting

demonstrations and seed
collections

can

be

organised locally with the

perpetuity.

The peace trees can where

desirable and practicable be planted at
individual locations, for example in the
families’ own site or in a neighbourhood
plot.
F. PEACE FOREST WORKSHOPS AND
LAUNCHES:
Peace Forest workshops will be organised
as part of the process whereby interested
members

of the public can meet to

exchange ideas agree targets and set up a
process for joint action.
Some of these workshops

There will be extensive
consultation with all
interests and the most
careful site selection.

could be about collecting
tree

seeds

locally

and

growing them on in the
community

to

become

part of the forest. Experts

possibility of functioning

on all aspects of trees will
engage in these workshops to assist and

also on a collective basis.

train the local community participants thus

E. THE COMMEMORATIVE PEACE
WOODLAND MODULE

bringing

together

the

assistance

of

necessary expertise and organisational
skills.

Locally

based

launches

of

This part of the Peace Forest is already

community modules of the project with

under way whereby, in a number of

receptions

locations a tree will be planted for all those

encouraged and promoted.

who have lost their lives as a result of the
conflict in Northern Ireland. There will be
extensive consultation with all interests
and the most careful site selection. In the
preferred option it is envisaged that
relatives, survivors and the public in
general would be able to visit this special
woodland and their individual dedicated
tree.

In this scenario, each tree will be

chosen by the family of the deceased and
the tree would have a commemorative

in

various

areas

will

Tree Selection: The main emphasis will be
on native Irish broadleaf hardwood trees
and the biodiversity and other benefits
which they provide.the principle of ‘Local
Provenance’, i.e. trees grown from seeds
collected locally will be promoted rather
than importing trees from outside. It has
been found that this is better from many
points of view not least disease prevention
and control.

plaque installed and recorded in situ in
Phone : 087 619 8265

be

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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G. INTERNATIONAL PEACE

The Green Belt
Movement was
initiated by Wangari
Maathai the first
environmentalist to
receive a Nobel Peace
award.

FOREST INITIATIVES:

There are a number of projects
some of which are advanced and
from which much can be learned
in developing the Ireland Peace
Forest.

For example a forest

peace green belt has been
developed along the border

a)

East and West. The Green Belt Movement
was initiated by Wangari Maathai the first

b)

assistant

manager
c)

Tree

nursery

manager
d)

Researcher-

award. This was begun in Kenya where

g) One treasurer

establish inventory of
trees

h) Six number interns
i)

Six ‘manual’ non-skilled operatives’

Sahel from the east coast of Africa to the

j)

Three skilled horticulturalists.

desertification

with

environmental

and

its

serious

humanitarian

consequences.

and

One PRO

this green belt to the countries of the
west coast, to counteract the increased

to

e) One Secretary
f)

before her death. The concept is to extend

One

woodlands

environmentalist to receive a Nobel Peace
some four million trees were planted

enterprise

manager

local

separating what were the two Germanys,

One

k) Total potential numbers involved in the
project One hundred and seventy
eight. A brief/job description to be

H. PROJECT ADMINISTRATIVE
STRUCTURE- OPTION A.

1. Number of Enterprise hubs- 8 number

provided for each operative.
4. Trustees: The project to have seven
trustees, to be made up as appropriate

minimum half of which would be

for example a representative from a

located on either side of the border

Northern Ireland Rotary Club, one from

2. To examine the feasibility of having
these based, initially but not exclusively
in

the

Derry/Donegal,

Republic of Ireland Rotary club, one
from Forest Friends Ireland, one from

Leitrim/Fermanagh, Cavan/Monaghan

the main sponsor/funding agency, one

and Dundalk/Armagh, (i.e. 8 no. Hubs),

nominated by the Worldwide Ireland

where Peace Forest tree plantings have
already taken place.
3. Staff structure: One CEO and deputy
CEO to facilitate and administer the
overall project
Each of the eight hubs to have:
Phone : 087 619 8265

Funds or Co-operation Ireland one
each from two other sources. Precise
role of trustees to be clearly outlined.
5. Facilitation process: Apart from the
structure above it is suggested that a

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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small group would form a facilitation
committee

representative

of

the

communities involved.
6. Structure. The project to be set up as a
charity, company limited by guarantee,
trust as appropriate.
7. Accommodation:
include
rented),

offices

Facilities
(either

training

needed

shared,

rooms,

or
and

conference facilities.
8. Land- land needed for tree nursery
development and woodland planting
and management. A ten to twenty acre
site suggested at the outset for each
hub, ideally containing considerable
biodiversity and having some mature
woodland and water source.
I. PHASE ONE- COSTINGS

For Phase One it is suggested that the
project have a co-ordinating centre at one
of the locations where planting has taken
place, of which there are several as can be
seen

on

the

Peace

Forest

Ireland

Facebook. The structure, facilities and

Resource
Offices
Land for tree nursery and
horticultural training-c.20 acresmarginal lands with maximum
biodiversity and mature natural
woodland, ideally with river and
mains water supply.
Secretary
CEO
Horticultural and tree expertise
Tree Nursery Manager
Tree nursery trainees- 3 number :
3x15,000
Job Bridge- 6 number- state
funded
Interns- 6 number
Volunteers – 15 numbers approx
Insurance costs
Materials, including office
equipment/tools, stock for
nursery, machinery etc.
Site works/maintenance
Initiatives designed specifically to
improve community relations
Horticultural |Sylva -cultural
Perma-cultural training programs
Consultancies including public
relations
Project launches-local
Total costs
*once off cost

Cost approx.
Euros
12,000**
200,000 *

30,000**
50,000**
40,000*
30,000**
45,000**

6,000**
10,000**
50,000*

20,000 **
200,000*
80,000*
50,000*
20,000*
843,000

NOTE: These are

indicative/estimated costs. ** annual cost

resources and estimated costs are as
follows.

J. THE IMPORTANCE, FUNCTIONS OF
AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF TREES:

The tree is universally recognised as a
symbol of peace. Ireland was once a great
oak forest which stretched from one end
of the country to the other in continuous
canopy. It was said that a squirrel could go
from the east to west coast without the
necessity of touching the ground. The
Cross Border Peace Forest as envisaged
will join communities together in the
Phone : 087 619 8265

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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creation of a relatively
continuous great linear
forest. Historically trees
were

part

language
multitude

of

the

and

a

of

names

place
include

references

to

trees.

A mature tree can

The Cross-Border Peace
Forest initiative can help to
restore and strengthen our
relationships with each other
and with the culture of the
tree, the woodland, the
grove, the hedgerow and the
forest.

Indeed at one stage in

store a ton of carbon;
give enough oxygen
for ten people. Trees
play a key role in flood
control,
climatic

and

have

implications.

Trees provide shelter.
The leaves filter dust

the history of this island each letter of the

and particulates taking these out of the air.

alphabet then in use depicted a native

Trees slow down the speed of water run-

tree.

This can be seen in the Ogham

off. They keep the soil from eroding and

alphabet. During the period of the Brehon

help to purify the soil and the water. There

Laws, the ancient legal system, there were

are health benefits associated with being

serious penalties for damaging trees. There

in a woodland, forest or park. Research has

was a special relationship with trees which

shown that in a tree planted area the run

were

off of water is more than sixty times less

sacred.

Trees

ceremonial functions.

had

important

Importance events

took place in tree groves. The CrossBorder Peace Forest initiative can help to
restore and strengthen our relationships
with each other and with the culture of the
tree,

the

woodland,

the

grove,

the

hedgerow and the forest. Food producing
trees, including fruit and nut trees are part
of the heritage of trees.

Orchard

development could be part of the project,
to produce local produce in suitable
locations bearing in mind micro climatic
conditions such as susceptibility to frost.

Phone : 087 619 8265

than a surface with no trees.
A tree is worth $193,250 according to
Professor T. M. Das of the University of
Calcutta. A tree living for 50 years will
generate $31,250 worth of oxygen, provide
$62,000 worth of air pollution control,
control soil erosion and increase soil
fertility to the tune of $ 31,250, recycle
$37,500 worth of water and provide a
home for animals worth $31,250. This
figure does not include the value of fruits,
lumber or beauty derived from trees.

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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on developing plantation forestry. Ideally

K. FOREST ECOLOGY

Ideally the Peace Forest would be made up
of the trees, shrubs and flora and fauna
associated with what are the indigenous
Irish ecology. In this case the native Irish
hardwood trees would be the preferred
trees for planting. The amount of trees
planted in any one area will depend on
what land is available and that will vary
greatly from the planting of individual
trees,

hedgerows,

groves,

woodlands,

arboretums orchards and forests.

The

arboretum with specimen trees from
different habitats and

non-native species would not be included
in the Peace forest. Permaculture which
links all aspects of trees with the rest of
the environment and the needs of house
and farm is another science which can help
in the process.

rainforest can be used where there are
four distinct layers; a) emergent (high
growing) trees, b) canopy, c) understory
where holly grow, and d) forest floor. Our
native hardwood deciduous trees are best
from an ecological point of view and
contain maximum biodiversity. The sun’s
rays can get through

sourced from different
parts of the world can
be used as part of the
Peace

Forest

educational

for
and

research purposes, and
to see what trees grow
best

at

The structure of the

Apart from the ecological
value of providing for the
widest variety of native
hardwood trees, there are
benefits of controlling
disease in contrast to
plantation forestry.

to the forest floor so
that
varieties

locations and microclimatic conditions.

of

widest
natural

flora

thrive.

Deciduous

trees

because of their wide
shapes

particular

the

easily

can

more

provide

a

continuous canopy within which wildlife

Horticulture expertise will provide for the

can move along most easily. Apart from

cultivation and care of the trees. Silva

the ecological value of providing for the

culture is a science which can provide

widest variety of native hardwood trees,

valuable information as to the varieties of

there are benefits of controlling disease in

trees to be planted together. The concept

contrast

of the Peace Forest is based on ecological

monoculture which relies mainly on one

and environmental concepts rather than

species in large areas of plantation forestry

Phone : 087 619 8265

to

plantation

forestry.

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestireland
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is more susceptible to attack from diseases

participate in the plantings. The Love

or predators. This approach would best

Leitrim environmental group and James

assist the development of ecotourism as it
has been found that native broadleaf trees
are a preferred environment for walkers,
cyclists

and

tourists

generally.

Local

farmers and other local residents will see a

Comiskey of About Your Garden and the
Tree Council of Ireland donated trees for
the event.
Peace

Forest

Ireland

tree-planting

th

Saturday 29 . March 2014
11.00

Location

-St.

Nicholas

Avenue

benefit from the point of view of increased

Dundalk. The Dundalk planting was a

number of visitors to the areas seeking

‘Dundalk Tidy Towns’ hosted event, (Willie

accommodation because of the improved
environment.

The

native

trees

best

demonstrate seasonality.

Duffy

0861783490:

Albert

McGurke

0861525364).
In the afternoon of the same day, 2.00
Location - Ballybot House, 28 Cornmarket
Newry

L . YOUNG ECOLOGIST PROJECT

–hosted

Corrinshego

by Martin's

Community

Lane

&

Association

The Young Ecologist Project challenge for

(Contacts-Mark

Crossey

schools has been piloted, and will be rolled

7988675510:07988675510)-

out to be integrated into the Peace Forest

planting took place with Ballybot House

Project. It is designed for schools, both

CCG and Thomas Davis GAC. The trees for

primary and secondary and will be used in

these plantings were provided by

conjunction with the development of the

Tree Council of Ireland and Paul Martin

PeaceForest.

Horticulturalist of Paul Martin Designs

http://www.forestfriends.ie/newsletter/You
ng_Ecologist_Challenge_2013.pdf

Dundalk.
Also involved:

0044

the

Newry

the

Horticulturalist, James

Comiskey – ‘About Your Garden’. Paul and

M. TREE PLANTINGS- 2014

James

took

part

in

the

plantings.

THE FIRST PEACE FOREST PLANTING OF
2014 took place at the Leitrim/ Fermanagh

http://www.aboutyourgarden.ie/

border,

at

Mary Carroll and club member, Una Kane;

KiltyClogher in the Fairground Community

and Forest Friends Ireland was represented

Garden

at

by Hon. President John Haughton. The

12.30/12.45. Children, parents, community

third planting of 2014 took place at Dowra

leaders and teachers from both sides of

where commemorative trees were planted

the border came together for the event

for friends of local community members

and members of Forest Friends and Dublin

who lost their lives in the conflict in

North

Northern

on
at

the
12.00

Rotary

1st.
and

Club

February,
in

Cashel

travelled

to

Dublin

North Rotary was represented by President

Ireland.

This

planting

Leitrim/Fermanagh for the weekend to
Phone : 087 619 8265
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facilitated and planned by Bee Smith and
Tony Cukson.
Contacts: Mark Crossey

Louth
Co. Co.
Sunday
March
8th.

<m.crossey@yahoo.co.uk>,

Elias
Mlimbila
Elias.Mli
mbila
@louthc
oco.ie.

(m)087
9744 649

paul.bell@louthc
oco.ie

A Henderson
alison.henderson@newryandmourne.gov.u
k, <jamescomiskey@aboutyourgarden.ie>,
Elias
Mlimbila<Elias.Mlimbila@louthcoco.ie>,wil
liam duffy <williamduffy50@gmail.com>,
Mary Carroll
<mrsmarycarroll@hotmail.com>Willie
Duffy 0861783490:Albert McGurke

Monagh
an
Co.Co.
Friday
March
27

Shirley
Clerkin
Heritage
officer
047
73722
shclerkin
@monag
hancoco.i
e

(2)Cathal

Monagh
an
March
28Poplar
trees
requeste
d for
Inniskee
n
planting
s.
Cavan
Co.Co.
March
27

11.00
a.m.
Inniskeen
GAA
Kednami
nsha 5/6
trees
Brendan
Meegan
087 773
2313
Ann
Marie
Curley
Heritage
Officer

1.p.m.
Inniskeen
Tidy
Towns
Anne
Marie
Mulholl
and Ph.
086 331
2222

0861525364). Mark Crossey
00447988675510:07988675510).
jjhaughton@gmail.com Una Kane,

Flynn
<cflynn@
monagha
ncoco.ie
>
087 205
2773/042
966 1236

unakane@eircom.net
N. TREES PLANTING – MARCH 2015
(including

National

Tree Week

1-8

March), with Dublin North Rotary, Forest
Friends Ireland, Louth, Monaghan, Cavan
and Leitrim County Councils, the Organic
Centre Rosinver, local communities the
Patrick Kavanagh Centre Inniskeen. Trees
for the March plantings are being supplied
by Forest Friends Ireland, the Tree Council
of Ireland and the ‘One Million Trees in
One Day’ - Imogen Rabone (m) 087296

Drogheda,
Sunday 8th.
March at 12.00
a.m.St. Dominick’s
Park, Clr. Paul Bell
087 1206736

0588 : imogen@onemilliontreesinoneday.com
DRAFT PROGRAMME: The programme

049
4378300/
4378614
amcurley
@cavanc
oco.ie
(m)08791
64571

Dundalk, Navvy
Bank Sunday 8th.
March 3 p.m. with
Tidy Towns
(1) 11.00 am
Peace Link Project
Clones Kevin
McNally 087
6184452/047
51018
kmcnally@monag
hancoco.ie
(2) 1.00 pm. Carrickmacrosslands off the
Ardee Road at
Tullynaskeagh
3 p.m Patrick
Kavanagh Centre
Inniskeen
infoatpkc@eircom.
net
Phone:(042) 937
8560
Rosaleen Kearney
(m) 087 171 0592

(1) March 27
3.30 pm
Burren
Geopark
(2) March 27
4.30.pm
Blacklion

may be subject to change-please check
details close to the events

Phone : 087 619 8265

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
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Leitrim
Co. Co.

Aoife
Mulcahy
Heritage
Officer

Leitrim
March
21

LeitrimM
arch 20
Organic
Centre
Rossinver

Steve
Hoey

071
9620005
amulcahy
@leitrimc
oco.ie
086 1723
516
March
21 The
Park
Kiltyclog
her
11.00
a.m.Patricia
Barrett
Patbb@e
ircom.net
0877411
975
071
9854338

March 20
Manorhamilton
1.00 p.m. location
beside playground
at back of
McDermott
Terrace Margaret
Connolly
connollymi@eirco
m.net 0868095109
March 20
Manorhamilton3.00 pm John
Conlon
0834047882Principal St. Clare’s
National School
0719855703. stcl
aresschool@eirco
m.net
20 March 11.00
a.m.

(m)
0879781
428

The Tree Council have donated 300
trees. Forest Friends Ireland has donated
1,000 trees. Trees are located in
Ballyboughal Fingal- contact- Ann Lynch
(m)0863638487 Email;
lynchjustice@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestirel
and
http://www.rotarydublinnorth.ie/http://ww
w.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
http://www.forestfriends.ie/
www.onemilliontreesinoneday.com
Facilitator- John Haughton: Hon.
President Forest Friends Ireland and
Environmental and Ecology Officer Rotary
Ireland (m) 0876198265 Email
jjhaughton@gmail.com

6/3/15

O. CONTACT LIST

Phone : 087 619 8265

Leitrim Fermanagh Nula McNulty
<info@tawnylustlodge.com>,
Joe Lowe <joe@leitrimenterprise.ie>,
Kathleen McCaffrey Cashel- Kilty-Clogher
group
<mccaffrey.kathleen@yahoo.ie>,Joel
Smith Rossinver-Garrison group
<rossinverbelleek@googlemail.com>,Mart
ina DunneLambe,
<martinadunnelambe@gmail.com> Leitri
m Intercultural Forum: Jim Penders 086
1943546 071 9134686 Kasia Macudzinska
0871388945
DUNDALK TIDY TOWNS: Willie Duffy
0861783490 <><Albert McGurke
0861525364
ARMAGH: Mark Crossey 0044
7988675510:07988675510
CAVAN: Bee Smith, Tullynamoyle,
Dowra, Co.
Cavan. <downrabeesmith@gmail.com>,
www.irishblessingstours.com>,
DERRY/LONDONDERRY/DONEGAL:
Rotary Club of Derry/Londonderry
InnisEoghan Permaculture project-email:
rosieceallaigh7@yahoo.com
ROTARY: Dublin North Rotary-Mary
Carroll <mrsmarrycarroll@hotmail.com>,
President, Jack Kinane
<majecticfinancial@eircom.net>, Paul
Brockman
<paul.brockman@sesireland.com>, Rotary
Ireland: Verity Swan former District
Governor Rotary Ireland,
<swan.verity@gmail.com>, David
Cochrane Rotary Community Service Chair
and Donaghadee Rotary Club

<davidcochrane1112@gmail.com>
Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIreland
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Auriel Robinson
<sligoseatrails@gmail.com>

P. PEACE FOREST IRELANDVOLUNTEER ‘WISH’ LIST:

CELT: Saul Mosbacher
saulmosbacher@gmail.com, Bob Wilson
<bobajobc@gmail.com>,

The following if a letter designed to

WOODLAND TRUST: Patrick Cregg
<PatrickCregg@woodlandtrust.org.uk>,
Gregor Fulton
<GregorFulton@woodlandtrust.org.uk>,

The coming planting season for bare-

succeed in involving the public in the
peace forest project:

rooted trees is just around the corner.
Consequently, I am contacting those who
were involved in the project so far and
some who have shown an interest. A good

NATIVE WOODLAND TRUST:

deal of work has been done so far.

www.nativewoodlandtrust.ie
info@nativewoodlandtrust.ie Chief
executive Jim Lawlor email
jimlawlor@nativewoodlandtrust.ie
LANDSCAPERS/:Horticulturalists-About
Your Garden www.aboutyourgarden.ie

Resources

in

terms

of

people

and

materials are needed now. If you see a role
for yourself or any of your friends under
any of the following headings please let
me know:
1. Volunteer from any of the border
communities

James Comiskey
jamescomiskey@aboutyourgarden.ie

2. Project leader volunteer locally
3. Co-ordinator of local project

Paul Martin:

4. Co-ordinator of overall project.

http://www.paulmartindesigns.com/ email

5. Land identified

that would be

suitable for planting

info@pulmartindesigns.com

6. Supply of native Irish trees

The Tree Council of Ireland

7. Funding source identified

EUROPEAN UNION:

8. Fundraiser-volunteer

http://www.seupb.eu Special EU

9.

Programmes Body-INTERREG:

Tree and horticultural expertise on
offer.

<info@seupb.eu><interreg@seupb.eu>,

10. Seed collector volunteer

<consultation@seupb.eu>,

11. Tree nursery developer volunteer
12. Tree nursery land available

SiobhanMcConnell,

13. Volunteer

for

School

and

<Siobhan.McConnell@seupb.eu>,

community liaison and advice with

<anna.z.trzebiatowska@seupb.eu>

regard to trees
14. Tree and plant workshop volunteer

WORLDWIDE IRELAND FUNDS- John
Fitzpztrick- CO-OPERATION IRELAND

Phone : 087 619 8265

organiser
15. Coordinating committee member
volunteer-overall project
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16. Coordinating committee volunteer

building materials crafts and other

member –locally.

usages, aesthetic value, value in the
promotion of ecotourism, best farming

This list is to see what resources are out

and horticultural, permacultural and

there and is a first step in making contact

educational values and enhancements.

with communities along the border in an

4.

Likely benefits to border communities,

effort to move the project forward. If you

economic, cultural, social, heritage,

are interested or know someone who you

environmental.

think would be interested in any of the

5.

Estimate of the amount of lands that

above please let me know and I will try

will likely to become available for

and facilitate your and their involvement.

planting in the next ten years.

John

Haughton

Environmental

and

Ecology Officer Rotary Ireland Peace Forest
Ireland facilitator.

12/9/14- Please look

up Peace Forest Ireland Facebook and like
the site and share with your friends. If you
plant a tree or trees please post it on that
site.

6.

Liaison with prospective partners and
stakeholders-establish steering group.

7.

Develop the flagship project to
commence in the 2015/2016 planting
season, for a commemorative
woodland development for the
planting of trees to commemorate all
those who died as a result of the

Q. STEPS AND BENEFITS

1. Estimate of the contribution of present
tree cover in terms of carbon storage
and the other functions of trees and
woodlands in these areas
2. Identify tree species most appropriate
for new plantings with an emphasis on
native Irish hardwood species.
3. Estimate of extent of tree planting,
numerically, that is possible within a
ten year period and the contribution
which these can make over a 100 year
time span. The economic values to be
based on the following headings:

conflict in Northern Ireland. Identify
suitable site and tree donors.
8. Other possible partners and
participants could be, Social Farming
Across Borders, Macra na Feirme, the
Woodland Trust Northern Ireland, the
Tree Council of Ireland, Coillte, CELT,
Crann, the Woodland League, ProSilva
Ireland, the Forest Service Northern
Ireland and the forest Service Republic
of Ireland, Horticultural associations
northern Ireland and Republic of
Ireland, Society of Irish Foresters, to
mention just a few. The project is open
to other bodies to become involved.

Oxygen provision, carbon
storage/climate change, air pollution
control, prevention of soil erosion, land
fertility value, water recycling, flood
prevention, wildlife/biodiversity value,
food (horticulture/permaculture),
Phone : 087 619 8265
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THE BIRCH TREE AND ITS
PROPERTIES - BY BRITT DU

Sweden to Spain…It also can be found in
North America.

FOURNET
The lady of the wood, the tree of the
bards, the birch tree1 is as elegant as a
young lady wearing her white satin
evening gown, ready to go dancing. Its
silver bark shines in the shy spring sun and
its small round leaves shiver in the
morning breeze.
It's used extensively for firewood and
makes wonderful ornamental trees.
In Europe more than 65 Betula species are
known. It is a rather small tree, no more
than 20 m (60 ft). With a slender trunk, and
paper thin bark, but his little tree is

SYMBOLISM AND TRADITIONS:

This is the tree
of the spring
equinoxes.

tougher than it looks:

The birch tree

It can live at higher altitude and latitude

sacred

than most other deciduous tree…except

of the druids

only fir trees, and Nothofagus antarctica, a

together with

sort of beech lives in an Island of south

the yew, the

Chili, Hoste Island (55°15′S 69°0′W). Now

hazel tree and

some have been planted in Scotland where

the oak. It is specifically the tree of the

is one of the

2

trees

they are doing very well . Ssome willows

bards, an order of musicians and poets,

also can live in pre-artic conditions.

who kept the traditions in songs and

It is found in temperate climates all over
the world, from Ireland to Japan, and from

poems...Birch in Keltic language is beth,
which is also the first letter of the Ogham
alphabet.
In ancient times, brooms made of birch
twigs were commonly used to drive out
the spirits of the old year and to ‘beat the

BIRCH Betula alba, Betula pendula, Betula pubescens,
Betula verrucosa, Betulae Folium, (Lat) Arbre de la
Sagesse, Biole, Sceptre des Maîtres d’École, bouillard (Fr)
Downy Birch Silver Birch, White Birch (Eng). Abedul (Sp)
Brzoza (Pol) birken (dcht) björkar (sw) birki (icl)- Bezo
(br.) bedwen (wlsh)

bounds’ of property for protection. Thus,

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nothofagus_antarctica#D

with the Gods. Their sacred drums are

1

escription

Phone : 087 619 8265

broomsticks made of Birch have the added
benefit of these protective qualities. This
Tree is used by shamans to make contact
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usually made of birch-wood 3 . Maypoles

used today in India and Nepal for writing

were often of Birch, as were the twigs used

sacred mantras6.

to ignite the Beltane fires. The Yule log is,

Russian texts discovered in Novgorod have

traditionally of birch also. Cradles made of

been dated to approximately the 9th to 15th

birch are said to protect the infant from

century. Most of those documents are

harm. For the same reasons it is said that a

letters written by various people in Old

small piece of birch carried upon a person

Novgorod dialect.7

will prevent kidnapping of the individual
by the sidhe, or the Faerie Folk4.

USES OF THE WOODAND BARK:

The name is a very ancient one, probably
derived from the Sanscrit bhurga, 'a tree
whose bark is used for writing upon.5

Irch-bark letter no. 497, c. 1340-90, Novgorod- Russia ; photograph
Wikipedia

Thousands of bark manuscripts have been
burned by the Romans first and by the

The birch wood is light, soft and even.
It is used in carpentry. It is interesting
for its mechanical qualities: if steamed
folded, it easily keeps its shape. Its
bark can be cut in roofs shingles. It has
been turned to make toy parts, tongue
depressors, tooth picks, pulped for
paper, and high end furniture. It yields
an oil by distillation of its resinous
buds. Finally, because of its essential
oils, the wood burns easily and is
enjoyed as firewood. Planted in a
garden, the birch tree disseminate its
pollen far and wide and some people
may be allergic to it.8

church second to try to destroy druidic
and other native traditions... The bark
leaves, and buds are used in herbal and
folk medicines. Birch bark manuscripts are
written on fragments of inner layer of birch
bark.
The oldest dated birch bark manuscripts

Spaltied wood bowl

are numerous Gandhāran Buddhist texts
from approximately the 1st century CE,
believed to have originated in Afghanistan,
likely by the Dharmaguptaka sect. The bark
of Betula utilis (Himalayan Birch) is still
http://www.sacred-texts.com/sha/sis/sis06.htm
http://www.druidry.org/library/trees/tree-lore-birch
5http://www.anniesremedy.com/herb_detail181.php
3

4

Phone : 087 619 8265

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birch_bark_manuscript

7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gandh%C4%81ran_Buddhi

st_texts
8
http://www.lesarbres.fr/bouleau.html
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Birch wood has a fine and uniform
texture, fine pored and no significant
odour. It dries with a fair amount of
shrinkage. It loses almost 16% of its
volume going from green to dry
lumber and tends to warp and twist if
not enough weight is applied to the
green lumber as it dries. Once dried it
is stable. However, It is not resistant to
decay, fungal and insect attack.
Spalting9 is very common. But spalted
wood is researched by artists to create
interesting objects.
Birch

bark

was

used

by

Native

In the USA, and several birch-trees were
planted around the White House in
honour of the mothers of the various
presidents.
All over the world, the wood of the birch
tree

is

wood is better for this later use).

manner quite unlike normal boats. In a
typical vessel, such as a York boat, the
then the skin of the vessel is placed
over them. In the construction of a
birch-bark canoe the skin is sewn to
then

the

ribs

material,

bobbins, spools, and flooring. The bark can
be used like the oak bark for tanning
leather.
MEDICINAL PROPERTIES OF BIRCH
LEAVES BUDS AND SAP
1. KIDNEY AND BLADDER:

Herbal teas (tisanes) made from the leaves
urinary

tract

are

infection.

10

The

sap

particularly, is recommended to cure UTI
(kidneys and bladders problems).

keel and ribs are constructed first, and

gunwales,

building

is recommended as a diuretic, and against

Birch bark canoes are constructed in a

the

as

agricultural implements, cradles, handles,

Americans to cover canoe frames and
make the shaft of arrows (although ash

used

2. ANTI CANCER

Betulin is one of the chemicals isolated
from birch bark. Betulinic acid, which is
made from betulin, is being studied as a
possible cancer treatment. Some studies of

inserted, stretching out the birch-bark

betulinic acid have reported antitumor

to form the final shape of the canoe.

activity. Additional studies are under way
to find out whether it has a role in treating
several

forms

of

cancer,

including

melanoma and certain brain cancers.11

Figure 1- Native American birch bark canoe

10

Ibid
http://www.cancer.org/treatment/treatmentsandsideeff
ects/complementaryandalternativemedicine/herbsvitamin
sandminerals/white-birch
11

9

Spatling is caused by a fungal infection

Phone : 087 619 8265
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3. HIV

Betulinic acid also appears to be active
against HIV619.
4. AGAINST GOUT

Birch sap preserved with cloves and
cinnamon, was once taken to treat skin
diseases like acne
as well as
rheumatism and
gout.20 Gout is
Betulinic acid preparations are safe, welltolerated and effective. Patients with
multiple
resistance

myeloma
to

12

,

often

conventional

develop
therapies.

Besides, existing therapies are highly
toxic.13

caused either by
either an overproduction of uric acid or
difficulty removing it from the body. Uric
acid crystallizes in the joints, causing pain
and swelling and also may form kidney
stones. Gout is most often found in men
and older women, alcoholics, diabetics,

Betulinic acid was initially reported to be a

obese people, and in people with kidney

melanoma-specific

disease and may be triggered by certain

agent…Extensive

cytotoxic
work

over

the

past

decade has shown that betulinic acid can
induce apoptosis
glioblastomas
thyroid,

16

14

15

in neuroblastomas ;

; gliomas

breast,

lung,

17

; prostate,

and

colon

carcinomas; and leukaemia, as well as
18

multiple myeloma .

pharmaceutical drugs. Joints are crushingly
painful, feel warm to the touch, and turn
red. Patients may develop lumps around
the joints called tophi. A rich diet is
traditionally associated with gout episodes
such as red meat red wine, venison and
rich deserts. In the past only rich people of
a certain age were prone to gout,
nowadays it is increasingly found in young
men or working class background.

12

Multiple myeloma is a cancer of plasma cells, a type of
white blood cell normally responsible for producing
antibodies.(Wikipedia).
13
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC287715
7/
14
Cell’s death
15
Nerve cell cancer, most often found in infants
16
Brain cancer
17
Brain or spine cancer
18
Bone marrow cancer

Phone : 087 619 8265

19

http://hhv-6foundation.org/associated-conditions/hhv6-and-hiv-aids-progression
20
http://www.anniesremedy.com/herb_detail181.php
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Birch tree products have been important

5. DYSENTRY

Birch charcoal is included the treatment of

since ancient times and have been used in

diarrhoea, dysentery, and cholera 21 .( A

traditional medicine in various forms, i.e.

Handbook of Native American Herbs,

herb, whole extract, tar, oil, infusion etc.

1993, Alma R. Hutchens ).

The medicinal parts are the bark, leaves,

6. SKIN CONDITIONS:

buds, and sap. Betula contains mainly

Birch is used on the skin to treat warts,

phenolic

eczema, and other skin conditions. The

saponins, glycosides, sterols and terpene

leaves are used on the scalp to help with
hair loss and dandruff. Birch tar (oil
distilled from birch bark) is used on the
skin for skin irritations and parasites. The

acids,

flavonoids,

tannins,

derivatives.
SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP OF

bark of the birch tree is also used to treat

BIRCH TREES

atopic dermatitis (eczema). It decreases

'Symbiosis' is derived from Greek, and

scratching and skin inflammation (Kim et
22

al. 2008).

means 'living together'. Fungi are another
crucial, but often under-appreciated part
of all forest ecosystems. Mycorrhizas are

7. PAIN KILLER

symbiotic relationships between certain

Birch is a natural pain reliever containing

fungi and the roots of plants. The fungus

salicylate, the compound found in aspirin.

helps the plant to extract nutrients and

Salicylate relieves the inflammation and

water from the soil, and protects it against

pain

harmful organisms. In return, the fungus

associated

with

osteoarthritis,

rheumatoid arthritis, gout, and generalized

receives

muscle pain. Salicylate deters the body's

photosynthesis.

production

of

certain

sugars

via

the

plant's

prostaglandins

linked to inflammation, pain, and fever.
Birch sap and leaves eliminate toxins and
excess water and can even have good
results against cellulite.23

Amanita muscaria

Chanterelles

Micro fungi on roots

21

http://radicalbotany.com/2013/02/03/white-or-paperbirch-betula-papyrifera/
22
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK92761/
23
http://www.anniesremedy.com/herb_detail181.php
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Each partner grows better in association
with the other…. Birch (Betula spp.) has a
number of these partnerships, including
with the red and somewhat toxic white fly
agaric (Amanita muscaria24), and the edible
chanterelle

(Cantharellus

cibarius).

Mycorrhizas helped plants to colonise the
land, millions of years ago. Mushrooms,
and lichen were the first colonist25 of the
dry land. 26

HOW TO COLLECT BIRCH SAP
The sap is a slightly sweet liquid (0.5 to 2%
sugar) and is analgesic, anti-inflammatory
and diuretic. It contains also the mucilage
and minerals. There are plant hormones,
such as absissique acid, and cytokines. The
sap is diureticand depurative.
This "spring cure" eliminates toxins
accumulated during winter. It stimulates

HEALTH BENEFITS OF BIRCH SAP
Birch tree water or birch sap is one of best
juices you can drink. It is a slightly sweet,
thin watery liquid. The birch sap contains
sugars (namely xylitol), proteins, amino
acids, and enzymes. Birch trees have
amazing healing properties. The chaga

diuresis and
therefore the
elimination of acid
unic, urea, and
cholesterol. The sap
has a very effective
action on skin
diseases, such as

mushrooms that grow on birch trees are

acne and eczema.

traditionally used to treat many illnesses

Percy

27

including cancer .

Phyto-stabilization includes the reduction
of the mobility of heavy metals in soil. This
mobility is reduced by the accumulation of
contaminants by plant roots 28 . Birch is
suitable for phyto-stabilization of soils with
high Cd (cadmium) and Zn (zinc) but low
Pb (lead) concentrations.29

Amanita Muscaria is used by shamans of Siberia and
Northern Europe to communicate with the gods and
ancestral spirits.(http://www.shamanicjourney.com/flyagaric-amanita-muscaria-magic-mushroom)
25
http://theliquidearth.org/2012/10/lichen-and-theorganic-evolution-from-sea-to-land/
26
http://treesforlife.org.uk/forest/forestecology/symbiosis/
27
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9595828
28
http://www.hawaii.edu/abrp/Technologies/phystab.htm
l
29
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23487987
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, more than 200 years ago

described his crop thus:

BIRCH IN PHYTO-REMEDIATION

24

30

"from the first days of March, we will in the
forest choose a Birch of average size, mark a
horizontal hole three or four feet from the
ground. Place in this hole a straw pipe coming
out of three or four fingers through, to serve as
a driver for water that will flow in below ....
Place below it a container covered with a clear,
clean cloth, in order to stop small insects or the
garbage that might fall in. This container will
be filled soon. Use only once or twice the same
tree hole, and after a few days, pass to another
tree, in order not to tire the tree. Cover the
hole with a plug of wood, without which the
birch, continuing to give water, would perish....

30

Pierre - François Percy (28 October 1754 – 18 February
1825) was a French doctor and surgeon. He was the
military surgeon and inspector general of the health
service of the armies of Napoleon
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Percy later concluded: "throughout Northern
Europe, birch water is the hope, happiness and
panacea of the people rich and poor, large and
small, Lords and serfs31.”
If you go in search birch sap this spring, take
the time to ask the trees permission.

cherry and other 22 trees that can be
tapped for sap and syrup).
This cure is particularly recommended to
people with urinary calculi (kidney stones)
those who suffer from dry eczema, arthritis
or osteoarthritis. 32

METHOD TWO: THE EASY WAY
1) Find a birch tree (harvesting the birch
sap is time specific i.e. the first warm
weeks

of

spring

thaw

–

when

the

temperature is about 10 C in March-April
time – when the birch trees wake up from
the winter sleep and then the birch trees
can be juice for about couple of weeks).
The juice flows best during the day –
midday – especially when it’s warm and on
the sunny side of the tree.
2) Cut the end of one of the branches
3) Attach a plastic bottle to that branch.
4) Wait until it fills in with birch juice
(depending on the birch tree it might take
a few hours

or overnight to fill in the

bottle).
5) Drink the birch water or you can freeze
it as ice cubes (and use it later with vodka
– you can actually buy vodka made from
birch tree sap in Ukraine).
The birch juice is best at the beginning of
the season and you can easily juice about
2 to 7 litres of the birch sap a day. The cut
or hole in the birch tree will heal naturally
so there is no harm to the tree in juicing
them or any other trees (you can juice
other trees such as maple, walnut, apple,
32
31Serfs: lower class of peasants in
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ancient France

http://eclat-de-lune.over-blog.fr/categorie10981747.html
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BIRCH WATER - A TRADITIONAL
DRINK
Birch water or sap is a traditional beverage
in

Poland

Belarus,

Ukraine,

Russia,

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland and
elsewhere in Northern Europe as well as
parts of northern China. The traditional
virtues of birch and its efficient removal of
toxic substances from the liver and kidneys
have been known and appreciated for
ages.
The time to collect birch sap is between
end of February and mid-April, before the
leaves start coming out, so now is the
time.

Britt du Fournet
Dublin, Sunday, 03 April 2016
Contact :
brittdufour@gmail.com
086 103 72 30
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HEMP A FOREST CROP – BY
MARCUS MAC CABE

regulation of the pain and inflammation
messaging

system.

It

is

thus

very

important that this happens to be available

We live in a way and at a time when the

from the hemp plant and has been

limits of growth and resources and the

labelled

continious disengagement from the land

supplement” by researcher Dr William

create a bleak outlook for coping with the

Courtney in the USA.

future. Everything seems to be getting
worse! It is almost an inevitable result of
human nature that things are this bad and
can only get worse.

as

an

“essential

dietary

A good crop of hemp will yield 4 tons or
approximately 20 cubic metres of biomass
in a summer. It takes 100-200 cubes to
build a house so 5 to 10 acres will grow

Strangely enough we also have the

one dwelling. Hemplime has to be the

potential to create the most amazing

ultimate building material for creating

productive and bountiful landscapes that

warm, dry, cosy houses in our wet climate.

would challenge paradise should the

It can also be used to renovate and

application of the principles of Varnasrama

recover our stock of cottages and plague

and Permaculture be applied.

of damp house that abound. Installing

It has been said that living simply is very
complicated in the current age. What the
land needs most is people. Funnily enough
what people need most is the land. The
potential for forest and timber husbandry,
for gardens and orchards all beckon but
hemp deserves a special place perhaps
only out-ranked by the cow on the plains
and hills of Erin.

pipes

fueled

with

solar/biomass

and

thermal store and provide an elegant
solution. With regards to the problem for
building materials and other large scale
commercial uses is that hemp must
compete with quarried materials, big oil
and big industry that are already financed
and in the middle of the commercial cycle.
To make a hemp industry viable, we must

Hemp has a thousand uses too many to
enumerate here. It is primarily the most
nutritious food to the human body that
exists. The seed rich in Omega 3,6 and 9
and more complex fats of great nutrition
to the brain and nervous system. These
oils happen to be in perfect balance for
the bodies requirement. This is also true of
the protein profile. The plant is also a
source of CBD or Cannabidiol. CBD also
happens to be manufactured by the body
as part of the Endocannabinoid system
found in all mammals. It functions in the
Phone : 087 619 8265

hemplime internally with in-wall heating

displace these products in the market and
hack out its own niche. Somebody must
foot the bill for capital investment as it
cannot and will not happen without
financial resourcing.
Probably the most potential lies within the
realms of hemp as a food especially when
good food can be considered as a
preventative medicine. The food profile of
hemp is very strong. The seed is rich in
Omega 3 and 6 and they assist in
providing for a perfect balance for the
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human body. The same is true of hemp
seed’s amino acid profile. Over the last
half-decade many other benefits begin to
emerge.

The

mammalian

Endo-

cannabinoid system has been named after
the plant as this zoological chemicals are
manufactured to function as part of the
bodies messaging, immune, inflammation
and pain management. Endocaanabinoids
are thus central to how our bodies
function.

The

body

makes

enco-

cannabinoids from Omega 3. If for some
reason we are deficient we will be suffering
from an inflammation/pain disorder. The
reason this system was named endoCannabinoid is because the chemicals are
practically identical to the plant or phytocannabinoids

found

in

hemp.

Hemp

compounds such as CBD are a great
nutritional boost to the endo-cannabinoid
system. The hemp plant offers great
promise in the nutritional arena.

and large. However going it alone in a
hemp industry will almost certainly result is
failure. Hemp suits the collective and the
farm cooperative structure would seem
ideal to kick start an industry to maturity.
It is said that ‘fools often wander where
angels fear to tread’. Nothing could be
more true of hemp and indeed the author
was probably one of the greatest fools in
Ireland to embark down this road over 10
years ago. That said a group effort could,
should and would realize a potential as
great as the diary industry given the right
support from end-users, agri-extension
the

various

agencies

once

the

prohibitionist attitude can be transcended.
Phone : 087 619 8265

Hemp is a variety of the Cannabis

sativa plant, grown specifically for the
industrial uses of its derived products.
Though it is part of the same species as
recreational marijuana, hemp is nonpsychoactive and can be refined into a
variety of items, including paper, clothes,
biodegradable plastics, fuel and food. It is
fast growing, has a low ecological footprint
and can be used as a substitute for a
number

of

environmentally

damaging

products.
Hemp seeds are among the most
nutritionally dense foods on the planet,
though they are used primarily in animal
and bird feed. They can be eaten raw,
sprouted or processed into hempseed oil,
which is high in unsaturated fatty acids.

Hemp is ideal for the Irish farmer small

and

MIRACLE PLANT?: THE
IMPORTANCE AND USES OF HEMP
- BY ROBERT MILLER

Hemp is easy to grow in a variety of soil
conditions, requires little water and no
pesticides or fungicides, and, due to its
deep rooting system, has a favourable
influence on soil structure, making it useful
as a pioneer plant for land reclamation.
In addition, growing hemp is useful
for the production of relatively clean and
efficient biofuel. Hemp is very leafy and
contributes high levels of oxygen to the
atmosphere during its growth, as well as
being able to use its next growth to
absorb the carbon dioxide released by
burning it as fuel. Growing hemp for fuel
also requires less land than other biofuels,
as the plants grow at a high density, while
hemp production for biofuel can be used
as part of an effective crop rotation,

Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
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adding nutrients to the soil by tapping into
sub-soil nutrients that other plants can’t
access.
In addition to its utility as food and
fuel in sustainable agriculture, hemp can
be

manufactured

into

a

number

of

different products and can be used as a
less environmentally damaging substitute
for thirsty, pesticide-dependent crops such
as cotton. The potential for reducing
deforestation

and

dependence

on

monoculture tree plantations by planting
hemp is enormous, as hemp fibre can be
grown less expensively than wood fibre,
while a single acre of hemp can produce as
much paper in a year as 4 acres of trees.
Hemp can even be used to produce
biodegradable

plastics,

reducing

our

dependence on oil and providing a form of
packaging that will be able to decompose.
Hemp may not get you high, but
with limited land and resources it can
produce large amounts of food, fuel and
fibre and much more besides, while
bringing many benefits to the soil and

www.hempwickbeeline.com

reducing our reliance on fossil fuels and
deforestation. All we need is to satisfy the
desolate and waste ground and to cause
the bud of the tender herb to spring forth.
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MIRRA ALFASSA: THE MOTHER - BY
AMELIE GEIGER

In 1897 she married with Henri Morisset

and one year later they had a child
st

Mirra Alfassa was born on the 21

February 1878 in Paris 9ème and died on
the 17th November 1973 in Pondichéry.

named André.
In 1908 they divorced and in 1910 Mirra
remarried Paul Richard, a philosopher with

Born into a wealthy family, she studied

big political ambitions. As part of a

mathematics but also paints and music. As

political

a pupil of Gustave Moreau she met many

accompanied her husband to Pondichéry

impressionists.

in 1914. They met Sri Aurobindo and built

During her childhood, she had many

campaign,

Mirra

Alfassa

strong spiritual links.

psychological and spiritual experiences.

After one year passed in the French

She learned music and painting and had

colony, Mirra Alfassa and her husband

an exceptional gift in occultism.

moved to Japan where they stayed for four
years. Then Mirra Alfassa came back in
Pondichéry, via China, and stayed there
until her death.
She is known for her spiritual collaboration
with Sri Aurobindo.

Mirra Alfassa

SOURCES:
http://aquarianagegm.blogspot.ie/2011/10/mere-mirra-alfassa-1878-1973-sri.html
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SRI AUROBINDO - BY EMILIE
MALLINGER
Aurobindo Ghose or Sri Aurobindo was
born on August 15th, 1872 in Calcutta and
died

on

December

5th,

1950

in

Pondicherry. Sri Aurobindo was one of the
leaders

of

the

movement

for

the

independence of India. He was also a poet,
a writer, philosopher and created the
concept of “complete yoga”.

During his youth, he militated

for the

independence of India and was sent to
prison for his pro-independence activities.
During this year of prison, he claims to
have lived a series of spiritual experiences
which led him to experimental states of
consciousness beyond the Nirvana.
He met Mirra Alfassa (The Mother) in
Pondicherry. Many people came to live
with them. According to him, the human
being is not at the final stage of its
evolution. It is still imperfect. For him, it is
necessary to recognize that we are still in a
“transition stage”.

SOURCES:
http://laviesansmort.unblog.fr/sri-aurobindo-et-lavenir-de-la-terre/
Phone : 087 619 8265
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AUROVILLE - BY AMELIE GEIGER

Peace area which shelters the Matrimandir

Auroville is an experimental city situated

for "Temple of the Mother) is situated at

near Pondicherry in India.

the

It was created in 1968 by a French woman
(Mirra Alfassa), inspired by the visions of
Sri Aurobindo. According to The Mother,
Auroville

is

the

place

of

a

and its garden. The Matrimandir (Sanskrit
center

of

Auroville.

“Mother",

a

gigantic room of mediation with walls of
white marble shelters what is said to be
the largest crystal globe of the world.

global

community life, where men and women
will learn to live in peace, in a perfect
harmony beyond all beliefs, politics and
national opinions.

Matrimandir

Four areas are arranged around this
central area:
-

Inauguration of Auroville on the 28th
Februay 1968

Once the construction made, the city is
supposed to have the form of a spiral
galaxy.
More than
two
millions
trees have
been
planted in
four decades.
In the center of Auroville takes place the

-

-

the industrial area: used to shelter
administrative service of the city,
training centers;
the residential area: used for living
the global area: welcome national
and cultural pavilions
the cultural area: dedicated to
artistic and cultural activities.

Nowadays, to become a member of
Auroville, you have to prove yourself for
one year. You need also an Indian visa and
a sufficient amount of money to live at
least one year without being remunerated
for your work. In January 2016, Auroville
population comprises 48 nationalities and
2,457 people in total.

SOURCES:
http://www.laclefdesterroirs.com/base-de-connaissance/agriculture/en-inde/auroville-inde
http://www.auroville.org
http://afrikhepri.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/gvi_2-2_auroville.jpg
Phone : 087 619 8265
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In 1988 James Hansen, a NASA scientist

EXXON – THEY KNEW ABOUT
CLIMATE CHANGE BUT DECIDED TO
KILL OUR PLANET INSTEAD - BY

released a seminal report which showed
that climate change was real and that

PEADAR RICE

global temperatures were rising. Being a

Since the 1970's regulations that were

revenues depended on fossil fuels Exxon

intended to hold corporations in check,

used their billions to ridicule the now

were

big

irrefutable science, that their actions were

business, free to cause untold damage to

destroying the planet. Helping to found

our society and the planet. All in the name

and lead the Global Climate Coalition, an

of chasing ever increasing profits, while

alliance of some of the world's largest

never being held accountable for the

companies Exxon used their lobbying

inevitable carnage and destruction that

power to prevent global governments

followed.

attempts to curb fossil fuel emissions.

In 1978 senior scientists at Exxon were

1997 saw political leaders from all over

telling top management that climate

the world come together in Kyoto to

change was real, it was man made and that

hammer out a solution to reduce fossil fuel

left unchecked it would raise global

emissions and attempt to turn the tide

temperatures by 2-3 degrees Celcius by

against climate change. In the same year

the end of the century.

speaking

gradually

eroded

massively profitable corporation, whose

leaving

The head of one of Exxon's key research
labs wrote to his supervisors that there
was

"unanimous

agreement

in

the

scientific community that a temperature
increase of this magnitude would bring
about significant changes in the earth's
climate, including rainfall distribution and
alterations in the biosphere"

the

World

Petroleum

Congress, Lee Raymond, Exxon chairman
had these words to say "Let's agree that
there's a lot that we really don't know
about how climate will change in the21st
Century and beyond". He went on to add
"We need to understand the issue better
and fortunately we have time. It is highly
unlikely that the temperature in the middle
of the next century will be significantly

In the beginning of the 1990's Exxon
researchers studying the possibility for
new exploration in the Arctic were well
aware that human induced climate change
was melting polar ice caps. Rather than
making this information public, Exxon hid
it and instead used the knowledge to buy
oil leases in areas that they knew would
soon be ice free.

at

affected whether policies are enacted now
or 20 years from now."
At a time when the TTIP deal between the
EU and the USA is seeking to give even
more

power

to

corporations

at

the

expense of national governments, this
surely shows the consequences of such
actions.
Exxon: The Road Not Taken - A report by Inside
Climate News
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WHAT WE COULD LEARN FROM
ASTROLOGY - BY STEPHANO

Astrology is not only used for forecasting
(which the astrologer can achieve quite

MERIGGI

accurately using simultaneously transits,

When we think about astrology we usually

a tool for self-awareness and reminds us

think about the daily tips that appear

that we are in tune with the universe. For

regularly in some newspaper or magazines

instance astrology is used to draw the

telling us how our day will progress for us

natal chart of the individual based on three

and dividing humanity in twelve tribes

pieces of information : date of birth, place

from Arians to Pisceans. Unfortunately this

of birth and time of birth .Here the

is the way astrology was depicted in the

position of the planets of the day one is

last eighty years in order to make it

born reflects subconsciously his or her

popular to the masses, so it was a

personality. Astrology, through the study

simplified form of astrology. However

of the natal chart can help us to

astrology has an older and more reputable

understand

tradition and it’s more complex than it

weaknesses are and is also effective in

seems. The first undisputed evidence of

determining where our talents lie. It is also

astrology emerged in Mesopotamia, a

possible, through the analysis of the chart

stretch of land between the rivers Tigris

to understand what our possible diseases

and Euphrates, in present day Iraq. Most of

are. Even if it doesn’t claim to replace the

the people living there were farmers and

medical science, astrology is helpful in

they needed to observe the celestial

establishing the possible pathologies of a

bodies in order to plan their daily

human being so that one can put in place

agricultural

different forms of preventative hygiene.

activities.

As

progressions and solar returns) but is also

the

farmers

became more expert in sky observations
they began to wonder if the luminaries

what

our

strengths

and

Other branches of astrology include:

(Sun and Moon) and the moving asters

1) synastry which is a way to assess the

had an influence on human events.

compatibility between one person and

Eventually the more skilful in observing the

others ( being others sentimental partners,

sky became full time astrologers. From 747

friends and work associates) and therefore

B.C. all the eclipses in Mesopotamia

helps us to see whether we get on well or

started to be recorded. Around 500 BC.

not with a particular person.

They

developed

more

precise

mathematical methods that allowed them
to write the first ephemeris (the daily
movements of the planets in the sky). In
1686 Isaac Newton explained scientifically
for the same time the mechanisms of tides
relating tides with the phases of the moon.

2)

astrocartography

that

values

relationship between places on planet
Earth and the natal chart of the individual.
In other words astrocartography is useful
in determining where in the world we are
subject to positive influences or on the
contrary we are subject to less benefic or
even negative energies.

Phone : 087 619 8265
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Because the time of birth is so crucial,
every subject therefore is unique and

FOOD SOVEREIGNTY - BY THOMAS
BRIBARD

unless they are born around at the same
time two people who share the same date

Food sovereignty is an expression used by

of birth cannot have the same natal chart.

the members of Via campasina, the

For instance this was the case of Abraham

international peasants’ movement. There

Lincoln and Charles Darwin who were born

are many groups around the world which

on the same day (12thFebruary 1809) but

have made significant steps to lay the

at different times of the day having

groundwork for an alternative food system

different personalities and destinies. This is

and La Via Campesina acts as an umbrella

also the case of George W. Bush and

group

Sylvester Stallone born on the same day

organisations together into a common

(6th of July 1946) but at different times.

struggle.

Astrology is one of the variables in the
universe but not the only one. Equally
important are the milieu into which one is
born, the culture of the country and free
will.

However

the

role

of

astrology

shouldn’t be underestimated.

to

bring

many

of

these

According to La Via Campesina’s 2007
Declaration

of

Nyéléni,

“Food

sovereignty is the right of peoples to
healthy and culturally appropriate food
produced through ecologically sound and
sustainable methods, and their right to

From the point of view of people who fight

define

for defending nature, astrology offers an

systems.” Food sovereignty challenges

example about how in ancient times

corporate and government control of land

human beings thought of themselves as

and supply chains and demands that all

interconnected with the universe and

peoples have a fundamental right to

valued

part

define their own food and agricultural

(microcosmos)compared to a bigger part

systems. Fundamentally, food sovereignty

( macrocosmos) which included the earth

means reappraising how we would like our

and

food and agriculture system to be.

themselves

as

a

small

the sky. Renaissance and later on,

scientific revolution completely overturned
this concept and gave man the role of
absolute master of nature. This new
attitude,

without

a

thoughtful

consideration of the limitations of human
nature,

could

lead

to

the

risk

of

destruction of the environment of whom
man himself is part of.
Website . www.activeastrology.net

their

own food and

agriculture

La Via Campanisa is one of the largest
social movements in the world and brings
together more than 200 million farmers, in
a coalition of over 148 organisations.
Food sovereignty in Ireland
The Irish Food Sovereignty Proclamation
was developed at the 2nd Irish Food
Sovereignty Assembly in Westport in
County Mayo in May 2015. It makes a
series

Phone : 087 619 8265

of

demands

related
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production of our food and the use of our

The Irish Food Sovereignty Proclamation is

land, the distribution of our food, our

still looking for signatures and can be

commons and our public policies.

found at

The Proclamation claims “agriculture in
Ireland has moved from a polyculture of

http://www.foodsovereigntyireland.org/pr
oclamation.html

animals and crops to a monoculture of
grass. That for the last forty years farmers
have been pushed to produce quantity,
not quality. We see how the livelihoods of
farming

communities

dismantled,

and

how

have
the

been
modern

agricultural systems work against and not
with nature. We see how young people
who want to feed their communities are
locked out of access to land. We see how
land is a privilege of the few, and denied
to many.”
Against these trends, the proclamation
demands a series of steps towards local
and communal restructuring of the Irish
food

system,

claiming

that

“Food

Sovereignty is about more than just local

SOURCES:
farmette.ie

food - it is about rights – our rights to
access

land,

resources,

seeds

and

knowledge. It is also about the welfare of
the

planet,

about

low-input

farming

systems that feed our people while
responding to the challenge of climate
change. It is about democracy, about the
voices of our people and about how we
organize ourselves. It is about the rights of
women. It is about our societies living at
peace with each other and with our planet.
It is about recognising our place in the
generational

flow

that

includes

our

ancestors and our descendants.”
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THE MAYPOLE FESTIVAL - BY EMILIE
MALLINGER
The Maypole festival is a traditional Irish
fest celebrated to welcome the summer. A
pole is erected and people can dance
around it while holding some ribbons. It
usually takes place during the May Day.
Our big project was to organize a Maypole
festival for the 1st of May.

In Ireland, this is also the Labour day. A lot
of

We

needed

to

combine

the Maypole
festival
element

people

are

demonstrations

going
and

to

parades,

celebrations.

According to the tradition, belfires are lit
on the evening before the May Day.

and
of

the Bealtaine
festival,

a

celtic festival.
The idea was
to

organize

this fest to
welcome the
summer
season. May
is, for a long
time, the month of holidays to celebrate
vegetation, flowers, spring and water.
I would like to open an historic parenthesis

During the Maypole festival, Forest Friends
organized a raffle and several activities
such as a Celtic coconut shy, a target game
and face painting. Tai Chi dancers also
came to show their art. During the
afternoon, everyone danced around the
Maypole. Everyone wore flower necklaces

now. The origins of the Maypole fest are

with shades of green, orange and white.

unknown but it is known that it began

It was a lovely day to share happiness.

during the Iron Age and Medieval times.
The festival became popular in Europe at
this time but began to become less
popular in the 18th and 19th centuries.
The thing is that today, the May Day is still
celebrated in Europe and in European
communities from North America.
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BIODIVERSITY WEEK FROM 14 T H
MAY TO 21 T H MAY - BY AMELIE
GEIGER

TUESDAY 17 TH : HEALING GARDEN

Open day at the Forest Friends/Healing
garden at the rear of number 400 North

MONDAY 16 TH : HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

Clonliffe Road Drumcondra 9 - Tree
identification with Forest Friends and
biodiversity walk along the Tolka River
Meeting point: 11 am at the main gate.
During this walk, we found a lot of
different trees such as poplar, lime tree,
elder, acer,… but also flowers.

Circular Road. Open: 1pm - 4 pm. Entrance
at the side-signposted.
WEDNESDAY 18 T H : GRIFFITH PARK

Biodiversity walk in the Dublin city Council
Griffith Park Drumcondra, Dublin. The walk
will be conducted by a representative of
Dublin

City

Council

Parks.

Meeting point: 11am at the main entrance.
This walk was conducted by Mr. John
Roach. He showed us different areas of the
park:
THURSDAY 19 T H : BLESSINGTON STREET
BASIN

Biodiversity walk at Blessington Street
Basin Blessington Street, Dublin. The walk
will be conducted by a representative of
Dublin
Ivy

Beech tree

City

Council

Parks.

Meeting point: 11 am at the main
entrance.
Unfortunately, we had to postpone this
walk because the good weather was not in
the cards.
FRIDAY 20 T H : PLANT WORKSHOP

Friday 20: Vegetable plant workshop at the
Forest Friends organic garden situated in
Acer

Conifer

the car park at the rear of the Arts of
Business Campus Drumcondra 40 Lower
Drumcondra

Road,

Dublin

1pm-4pm.
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TTIP - BY PEOPLE’S MOVEMENT

ONWARD TO A FEDERAL EU!

One of the most controversial aspects of

David Cameron’s claim that Britain will not

the proposed agreement is the inclusion of

become part of a “United States of

an investment court system, which, critics

Europe” has been undermined by the

argue, would give corporations the power

revelation that a document exists in which

to sue sovereign states in trade disputes.

leading EU politicians call for the creation
of a “federal union of states.”

In a potential blow to the Government’s
and El’s hopes for an agreement, legal

The Times (London) reported that the

opinion seen by the Irish Examiner claims

document,

that such a court system to be ratified

September in Rome by the speakers of the

would require a referendum.

national parliaments of Germany, France,

which

was

signed

last

Italy, and Luxembourg, says that “concrete
Matthias Kelly SC, former chairperson of

proposals” to deepen EU integration will

the Bar Council of England and Wales, said

be drawn up at a meeting next month. The

that the proposed investment court would

declaration states that deeper integration

“certainly infringe” the Constitution of

“should not be limited to the field of

Ireland in two areas and possibly three. In

economic and fiscal matters.”

his opinion it
• would possibly infringe article 15.2.1,
which vests the sole power to make laws in
the Oireachtas,
• would certainly infringe article 34.1,
which vests the power to dispense justice
in the Irish courts, and

“We are convinced that new impetus must
be given to European integration,” it reads.
“We believe that more, not less, Europe is
needed to respond to the challenges we
face.

It

should

include

all

matters

pertaining to the European ideal—social
and cultural affairs as well as foreign,

certainly infringes article 34.3.2, which
makes
the High Court and the appellate courts

security and defence policy.”

above it the sole courts in which a law may

the Times that the declaration represented

be questioned.

“serious plans for a political union.”

•

Chris Gray ling, leader of the House of
Commons, was sent the document. He told

Though

Britain

and

Denmark

would

Perhaps it’s time to prepare for another

remain permanently outside, Gray ling

referendum?

said: “This new entity will still make
our laws for us ... we will have very little say
in what happens.”
■ Harry Redhead, “Plans were drawn up for
a United States of Europe.”
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TTIP DISPUTE SYSTEM MAKES A

system, and with it the power to sue us for

MOCKERY OF JUSTICE

any future public policy choices that go
against corporate interests. Coming just

A leaked EU document, published on 19
May, reveals that European governments
are secretly planning to introduce a special
justice

system

for

business

investors

one month before the UK referendum on
EU membership, this is a further sign of
the death of democracy in Europe.”

throughout the EU.

The proposal was tabled in secret at last

The plan seeks to establish a set of legal

governments of Austria, Finland, France,

month’s EU trade policy committee by the

privileges for corporations, undermining
national courts and creating a parallel

Germany and the Netherlands and was
followed by the publication of a similar

system open to foreign investors alone.

proposal on the web site of the lobbying

The proposed ISDS (investor-state dispute

have been a co-ordinated action.

group Business Europe in what appears to

settlement) mechanism is already highly
controversial. It would allow transnational
corporations a unique power to challenge
any new laws or regulations that could
adversely affect their profits in future. The
EU also plans to extend the power to
North

American

corporations

in

the

proposed TTIP and CETA (EU-Canada)
agreement.

bilateral investment treaties between EU
member-states and to introduce an allembracing right for businesses to sue
throughout Europe as a whole.
The document was brought to light by the
European

trade

campaign

Seattle

a

record

participation

a member.

of

150,000 responses, with more than 97 per
cent saying they did not wish to see such
powers

to

Brussels Network, of which War on Want is

The EU public consultation on ISDS
generated

It seeks to remove the existing set of

introduced.

But

the

EU

Commission has ignored the findings of
the consultation and is pressing ahead
regardless with the introduction of the
new powers.
The executive director of War on Want,
John Hilary, said: “This latest leak shows EU
governments plotting to undermine the
basic principle of equality before the law.
Big business will get its own parallel justice
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RAINFOREST FRIENDS GHANA

In Ghana, in the Bobiri Forest Reserve few

CAMPAIGN CHERRY MAHOGANY,

are left in the research plots.

MY PLIGHT - BY EMMANUEL NSOR

Rainforest Friends Ghana, Forest Friends

OH? History is about to be remembered.
The ancient forest cover of Ghana is a
mystery
The

lush

greenery

and

mystifying

Ireland, and other interest groups.
Let us not be silent.
Let us send the news.
Journalists listen and take precepts.

atmosphere,

Broadcast abroad,

It offers to the ecological systems and

For it’s a big blow

functions.

Brothers let us embrace the ball,

Among the emergent of forest trees is

Send the news abroad.

Cherry Mahogany.

Arise to attend to my plight of

A rare species in the family Sapotaceae
and endemic on to West Africa.
Cameroon, Cote divoire, Gabon, Liberia,

Cherry Mahogany-Makore.
Before another history is made.

Nigeria, Sierra Leone are my ecology

Environ FM programme on Nearfm,

zones.

Let

Apart from economic uses for timber, oil

Mahogany

extracts from seed, ecological functions

Campaign especially to protwect the few

Are significant. Offers wind break as

remnant in Bobiri Forest.

begin

a

weekly

interviews

on

emergent tree and contribute to food
chain.
Elephant eat the fruit and facilitates its
germination

potential

after

passing

Evangelist Emmanuel Nsor - Conservation
Educationist.

through the digestive system to break
seed dormancy.
Now: where again
When again
How again
What again
Who again can hear my cry.

Email: kwaeconservation@gmail.com
Tel : 233.240139636.
Dip.Natural
Campus.

Res.MGT.KNUST,

Sunyani

And listen to my plight
If my cry is not listen to,
I will soon be a history.
Phone : 087 619 8265

Associate Degree: Biblical Studies, Ideal
Voice Theological Seminary.
Websites : www.forestfriends.ie
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HEALING GARDEN/ORGANIC
GARDEN - BY EMILIE MALLINGER

The Healing garden is situated at the rear
of a building near to the Mater Hospital,
400 North Circular Road. The Healing
Garden is also located near the Forest
Friends’ office in 40 Drumcondra Road
Drumcondra,

Dublin

Forest Friends has a garden near the car
park of the Arts of Business Campus

THE HEALING GARDEN

Lower,

THE ORGANIC GARDEN

9.

Drumcondra in Dublin 9. It is situated
between the calligraphy school and the
little learners school. In this garden, there
is a large variety of plants such as
vegetables, flowers, herbs and trees.

John

Haughton, Forest Friends’ chairman, takes

Forest Friends

care of this garden. There is a large range

are taking care

of plants to encourage the wildlife (bees,

of this garden

butterflies, birds…). Forest Friends will also

and are selling

check any signs of wildlife in the garden

these

during the following months. Plants have

five

been chosen to encourage bees and other

plants
days

a

week in front

pollinators. A wide selection of herbs have

of the Art of

been included.

Business
Campus.
this

In

garden

you can find a
large
of

amount
chestnut

trees. You can
also find beans, cabbage, cauliflower,
chard, spinach, tomato plants, coriander,
celery, garlic, parsley. There are some
flowers too such as begonia, marigold,
Forest Friends interns are commencing a

wallflowers and alyssum white.

survey of the area to find out why there is
so little biodiversity in the healing Garden
and its environs. Forest Friends will make
arrangement soon to open this garden at
given time. The idea is to liaise with the
Matter Hospital to open the garden for its
patients. The Healing garden is a place
where you can relax and heal.
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ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT
COMBINED BY JOHN HAUGHTONSOURCES
Alexander von Humboldt was born in
Berlin in Prussia on 14 September 1769.
Humboldt saw the need for an approach
to science that could account for the
harmony of nature among the diversity of
the

physical

world.

nature holistically.

He

viewed

He predicted man

induced climate change as early as 1800,
200 years ago. He has had towns,
mountain ranges, river sand the Humboldt
Current which flows along the west coast
of South America named after him. Named

specialized works on particular topics of
botany, zoology, astronomy, mineralogy,
among others.
Species
include:
squid,

plant identification and nature study. He
climbed volcanoes, explored rain forests
carrying out detailed research which was
transferred into his many books which
transformed the scientific world of the
time. He inspired prices, presidents, poets,
scientists and Darwin set sail on the Beagle
consequent on his influence. He showed
his disgust for the slavery and inhumane
conditions in which indigenous peoples
and others were treated and he often

Humboldt

Humboldt penguin, Humboldt
Humboldt's lily, Phragmipedium

(Andean) oak,
skunk,

South American

Humboldt's hog-nosed

Neotropical fruit tree or shrub,

Utricularia humboldtii — a bladderwort,
Geranium humboldtii — a cranesbill, Salix
humboldtiana — a South-American willow,
Inia geoffrensis humboldtiana — Amazon
river dolphin subspecies of Orinoco River
basin.
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES NAMED

Humboldtianum. He believed that nature
life of worldwide travel and discovery of

after

humboldtii an orchid,

after him on the Moon is the Mare
is perfect until man deforms it. His was a

named

AFTER HUMBOLDT INCLUDE;

Humboldt

Bay —

Bay

in

California,

United

States,

Northern
Humboldt

Current - off the west coast of South
America, Humboldt Glacier - in North West
Greenland, Humboldt River - River in
Nevada, United States, Humboldt Peak
(Colorado) - 4,287 m mountain in Custer
County, Colorado, United States, Pico
Humboldt - 4,940 m mountain in Mérida,
Venezuela, Humboldt Sink - Dry lake bed
in Nevada, United States, East and West
Humboldt Range in Nevada, United States,

criticized Spanish colonial policies.

Sima Humboldt - sinkhole in Venezuela,

Kosmos was

Humboldt" at Caripe, Venezuela, Mount

Humboldt's

"Monumento

multi-volume

Nacional

Alejandro

de

bringing together all the research from his

Humboldt -

long career. His popular writings inspired

Caledonia, Humboldt Range - Mountain

many

Range in Fiordland National Park, New

scientists

including Charles
Thoreau, John

and

naturalists,

Darwin, Henry
Muir, George

David
Perkins

Marsh, Ernst Haeckel, as well as Richard
and Robert

Schomburgk.

Phone : 087 619 8265

He

wrote

1,617

m

(5,308 ft),

New

Zealand, Humboldt Falls - 275 m Water fall
in

Lower

Hollyford

Valley,

Fiordland

National Park, New Zealand, Humboldt
Redwoods

State

Park -

in

northern
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California, United States. Astronomical

material,

features are also named after him.

aspects Claude Louis Berthollet said "This

Places

named

after

Humboldt:

The

following places have the name Humboldt
in them: Hacienda Humboldt, Chihuahua,
Mexico,

Humboldt,

South

Dakota,

Humboldt, Nebraska, Humboldt, Illinois,
Humboldt Iowa,

Humboldt Tennessee,

Humboldt, Kansas, Humboldt Minnesota,
Humboldt

Arizona, Humboldt County,

California, Fort Humboldt State Historic
Park, Eureka, California, Humboldt County
Nevada,

Humboldt

Humboldt,
Humboldt

County

Saskatchewan,
Park,

Iowa,
Canada,

Chicago,

Illinois,

Alejandro de Humboldt National Park,
Cuba, Alexander von Humboldt National

intellectual,

and

moral

man is as knowledgeable as a whole
academy." " Emil Du Bois-Reymond wrote
that "Every scientist is a descendant of
Humboldt. We are all his family." Robert G.
Ingersoll wrote that "He was to science
what Shakespeare was to the drama." Truly
Humboldt was one of the most if not the
most amazing explorers, researchers of the
earth and its compositions, identification
of species that the world has ever known.
The variety of the naming of places and
the creation of monuments or special
events in his honour

are indicative of his

great achievements are witnesses to his
greatness.

Forest, Peru, Humboldt-Toiyabe National

(This article assembled by John Haughton

Forest, Nevada & California, United States

from

Lecture Series: The

Ref:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander

series

in Human

Netherlands

prominent lecture
geography in

(hosted

by

the

_von_Humboldt, Image: fr.wikipedia.org)

the Radboud

University Nijmegen) is named after him.
After his death, Humboldt's friends and
colleagues

created

the Alexander

Humboldt

Foundation which

von

finances

research in fields of study relevant to his
works. Edgar Allan Poe dedicated his last
major work, Eureka: A Prose Poem, to
Humboldt, "With Very Profound Respect".
His attempt to unify the sciences in
his Kosmos inspired Poe.
Charles Darwin expressed his debt to
Humboldt, and admiration for his work,
writing to Joseph that Humboldt was the
"greatest scientific traveller who ever
lived”

José de la Luz y Caballero wrote

that "Columbus gave Europe a New World;
Humboldt made it known in its physical,
Phone : 087 619 8265
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LAUDATO SI’ - BY JOHN HAUGHTON

deified market system, which becomes the

Review of Fr. Sean McDonagh’s book
Laudato Si’ –On Care For Our Common
Home (Encyclical of Pope Francis on the
environment)- published by Orbis Books
2016 ISBN 978-l-62698-173-7

of unlimited growth and maintains that we

This book includes the full text of Laudato
Si and commentary by Fr. Sean McDonagh
an Irish Columbian priest. The encyclical
was issued in 2015. Pope Francis calls on
all human beings to respect, cherish the
planet earth and to stop exploiting it the
home of all creation. He sees the earth as a
sister and “this sister cries out to us
because of the harm we have inflicted on
her”. He says that “the deterioration of the
environment and of society affects the
most vulnerable people on the planet” and

only rule. He challenges the modern myth
need to devise intelligent ways of directing
developing and limiting power. He links
human

impoverishment

with

the

degradation of the planet. Under the
theme of excessive Anthropocentrism he
states that creatures other than mankind
have intrinsic value independent of their
usefulness, that each creature has its own
purpose, none is superfluous because all
creatures are connected. Each must be
cherished with love and respect because
all are dependent on one another. Pope
Francis

challenges

the

principle

of

Biocentrism, i.e. the view or belief that the
rights and needs of humans are not more
important than those of other living things.

that it is crucial that all humanity hears the

Sean McDonagh assesses some of the

cry of the earth and the cry of the poor.

issues that the pope raises in Laudato Si’,

Francis has been a trenchant critic of the

including climate change, the destruction

unfettered free-market economics, which

of biodiversity, the state of the world’s

sidelines tens of millions of poor people

rivers and oceans, and the quest for

globally. Francis speaks of the ‘dominant

sustainable food production. He also

technocratic paradigm’, the ‘culture of

chronicles ideas and doctrines from many

relativism

church documents and encyclicals with

and

‘excessive

anthropocentricism’ which sets out to
completely control and dominate nature.
He states that !If a mistaken understanding
of our own principles has at times led us to
justify mistreating nature, to exercise
tyranny over creation ,

engage in war,

injustice and acts of violence, we believers
should acknowledge that by so doing we
were not faithful to the treasures of
wisdom which we have been called to
protect and preserve”. Francis claims that

references to the bible and other works.
Sean McDonagh outlines the important
contributions

of

environmentalists

including Rachel Carson, Joe Farman,
Dorothy Stang, Thomas Berry, concluding
that “The lives of these four people,
Carson,

Farman,

Stang,

and

Berry,

challenge us to do what we can to
eradicate poverty and to protect our
planet”.

whatever is fragile, like the environment is

Sean McDonagh has published several

defenceless before the interests of a

books including; ‘The Greening of the
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Catholic

Church’,

‘Climate

Change’,

the powers of the plants and animals

‘Greening the Christian Millennium’, ‘Care

would

again

be

respected

and

for the Earth’, ‘Dying for Water’, ‘The Death

conservation of all that is beautiful would

of Life’. He spent many years as a

become a way of life. Many people believe

missionary in the Philippine Islands where

that we are the verge of a mass awakening

he witnessed at first hand the destruction

of global consciousness that will usher in a

of the Rain forests.

New Global Golden Age for mankind.
Read more:

RAINBOW WARRIORS-THE
PROPHECY OF THE RAINBOW
WARRIORS AND FUTURE OF

http://www.messagetoeagle.com/theprophecy-of-the-rainbow-warriors-andfuture-of-planet-earth/#ixzz4A25xdMmx

PLANET EARTH - BY JOHN
HAUGHTON

Readmore:

The rainbow was a very important symbol

http://www.messagetoeagle.com/the-

to many ancient cultures. Native America

prophecy-of-the-rainbow-warriors-and-

Indians regarded the rainbow as a sign of

future-of-planet-earth/#ixzz4A24lRfEa

the great mystery and the future. Native
American

Rainbow

Prophecies

offer

intriguing perspectives about the future
world. According to Native American
beliefs, under the symbol of the rainbow,

Read more:
http://www.messagetoeagle.com/theprophecy-of-the-rainbow-warriors-andfuture-of-planet-earth/#ixzz4A23AhEe1

all races and religions will unite to spread

Read more:

the wisdom of living in harmony with each

http://www.messagetoeagle.com/the-

other and with all creatures. The Rainbow

prophecy-of-the-rainbow-warriors-and-

is a sign from the Spirit in all things. It is a

future-of-planet-earth/#ixzz4A22KzVgY

sign of the union of all people, like one
family, a sign of the unity of all humanity,
tribes and peoples. The Cree, Hopi and
Sioux Indians speak about mighty Rainbow
Warriors that will inhabit our planet in the
future and they will come in a time of the
great awakening.
A Native American prophecy tells us that
“when the earth is ravaged and the
animals are dying, a new tribe of people
shall come unto the earth from many
colours, classes, creeds and who by their
actions and deeds shall make the earth
green again. They will be known as the
Warriors of the Rainbow.” In the new age
Phone : 087 619 8265
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THE CHIPKO MOVEMENT AND ECO

village women saved the trees while

FEMINISM - BY JOHN HAUGHTON

hugging them.

The original ’Chipko movement’ was

Mr Sunderlal Bahuguna, a Gandhian

started around 260 years back in the early

activist and philosopher’s, appeal to Mrs

part of the 18th century in Rajasthan by the

Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of

Bishnoi community. A large group of them

India, resulted in a green-felling ban. Mr

from 84 villages led by a lady called Amrita

Bahuguna coined the Chipko slogan:

Devi laid down their lives in an effort to

'ecology

protect the trees from being felled on the

Chandi Prasad Bhatt another leader of the

orders of the Maharaja (King) of Jodhpur.

Chipko

After this incident, the maharaja gave a

development of local industries based on

strong royal decree preventing the cutting

the conservation and sustainable use of

of trees in all Bishnoi villages. The name of

forest

the movement comes from the word

Ghanasyam Raturi, the Chipko poet, whose

'embrace', as the villagers hugged the

songs echo throughout the Himalayas of

trees, and prevented the contractors' from

Uttar Pradesh, wrote a poem describing

felling them.

the method of embracing the trees to save

The

Chipko

movement

took

place

is

permanent

movement

wealth

for

economy'. Mr

encouraged

local

benefit.

the

Mr

them from felling.

spontaneously in April 1973 in the village

The Chipko protests in Uttar Pradesh

of Mandal in the upper Alakananda valley

achieved a major victory in 1980 with a 15-

and over the next five years spread to

year ban on green felling in the Himalayan

many districts of the Himalayas in Uttar

forests of that state by the order of Mrs

Pradesh.

Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of

With encouragement from the
DGSS

India. Since then, the movement has

(Dasoli Gram Swarajya Sangh), the women

spread to many states in the country. In

of the forest area of the Alaknanda valley

addition to the 15-year ban in Uttar

area , under the leadership of an activist,

Pradesh, the movement has stopped

Chandi Prasad Bhatt, went into the forest

felling in the Western Ghats and the

and formed a circle around the trees

Vindhyas and has generated pressure for a

preventing the men from cutting them

natural resource policy that is more

down. The success achieved by this protest

sensitive to people's needs and ecological

led to similar protests in other parts of the

requirements

non-governmental

organization

country. The supporters of the Chipko
movement, mainly village women, have
successfully prevented the felling of trees
in a number of regions and influenced
natural resource policy in India. Dhoom
Singh Negi, Bachni Devi and many other

The Garwal Himalayas of Uttarkhand,
India, had many tribal villages whose
inhabitants regarded nature as intrinsically
valuable and sacred and not to be
carelessly exploited.. Unfortunately, the
Garwal were in for a rude awakening when
the rise of commercialization in the 1900s
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brought a surge of major commercial

necessarily a political feminist movement,

logging companies that destroyed the

all the women who participated in the

forests and thereby Garwal sources of

meetings, processes, and other programs

food, water, and livelihoods. The villagers,

became

following the lead of their village women

women everywhere as they showed their

employing Ghandian methods of non-

capacities to be actively involved in

violent

political processes.

civil

resistance

such

as

tree

examples

for

subordinated

Chipko women have

hugging in the face of loggers to protect

been fighting for their rights to their land

the trees from being cut down. Thus,

and natural resources and in doing so

although many men were involved in these

they, have also become the voice of

activities as well, the Chipko movement

women around the world who face similar

(“chipko” meaning “to

circumstances

hug” in Hindi) became

suppression

exemplary of one of the

political exclusion in

first demonstrations of

their societies. Thus,

ecofeminism in action.

the

tree-hugging

to

see

the consequence of a
destructive

and

responding

paved the

gender inequality as

making

decisions

the

Ecofeminists

men that they were
of

of

way for ecofeminism.

activism

allowed them to show
capable

and

women

Chipko

Women’s spontaneous

of

relationship

the

humanity

problems and needs of

natural

their survival even in

between
and

the

world

and

because

the absence of a male’s
leadership. As stated by Vandana Shiva,
one of the most well-known living female
environmentalists and a female Chipko
activist herself, if it hadn’t been for the
women’s quick and bold self-sacrificing

the

domination of women and the domination
of nature are fundamentally connected,
women’s environmental efforts are integral
with work to overcome the oppression of
themselves.

activism calling attention to the harmful

Ecofeminism emphasizes the fact that

environmental effects of logging, then the

women have a “physiological connection”

Chipko

with

movement

would

not

have

nature

because

of

their

social

achieved victory as it did when the Indian

experiences with birth and childcare, which

government finally issued a ban in 1980 on

largely ties back to the same gendered

felling trees in the Himalayan regions for

roles of tribal women in the Garwal

fifteen years until the green cover was fully

Himalayas. The Chipko movement was

restored (Mauro 2013). Therein, although

one of the first successful non-violent

the Chipko movement itself was not

environmental protests and was the first
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political and environmental movement led
by traditionally subordinated women.
Reference Material:
http://www.womeninworldhistory.com/con
temporary-04.html
http://www.socialsciencenews.org/2013/05
/23/the-roots-of-ecofeminism-thewomen-of-the-chipko-movement/
Image: indiatoday.intoday.in
Jain, Shobbitha.1984 Women and People’s
Ecological Movement: A Case Study of
Women’s Roles in the Chipko Movement
in Uttar Pradesh. Economic and Political
Weekly 19(41): 1788 – 1794. Mauro, Ian.
2013 “A Conversation with Vandana Shiva
– Question 3 – Treehugging and the
Chipko

Movement.

Mount

Allison

University. YouTube Video – Mellor, Mary.
2008 Ecofeminism: Linking Gender and
Ecology.

In

The

Sage

Handbook

Environment and Society.
Andy

Ball,

of

Jules Pretty,

Ted

Benton,

Julia Guivant, David R. Lee, David Orr, Max
Pfeffer, Hugh Ward, eds. Pp 66-77. Sage
Publications
Barbara

Ltd.

Roucheleau,

Thomas-Slayter,

Dianne,

and

Esther

Wangari. 1996 Gender and Environment: A
Feminist

Political

Ecology

Perspective.

Nora Haenn and Richard R. Wilk, eds. Pp
27 – 33. New York: New York University
Press

2006.

The

Green

Fuse

2012

Ecofeminism.
http://www.thegreenfuse.org/ecofem.htm,
Electronic document, accessed April 16,
2013.
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arranged

LETTER FROM AMERICA - BY
When East Meets West, Diversity Vs
Similitude

my

religion

day which can be renewed. I will say here,
so as not to be misleading, I have married
twice as the American Government does

I have often been known to ask people
to celebrate diversity. If everyone's crayon
box were filled with only white crayons
what a monotonous and unimaginative
world it would be.
Recently, however, I have learned that it
is equally paramount to rejoice in our
similarities as well.

appeared

in

my

private

message box. It was 2am in the morning
and I was having a bit of insomnia and
feeling generous, so, I allowed him to stay.
A life altering decision. He amused me, to
say the least, so I told him to send me a
request,

not consider handfastings when issuing
health insurance and this is essential. A lot
of people marry in America for that very
reason. He also does not eat the meat of a
cow and though not often, I do. He is also
26 and I am 59. His last relationship of 4
years was with a 62 year old Austrian
woman. And my prior relationships, were
always younger but not that young. Note

One year ago, on June 2, 2015, an Indian

friend

and

believes in handfastings for a year and a

CYNTHIA CHAPMAN

gentleman

marriages

without

checking

his

profile, which is something i never do. I
honestly thought I would never hear from
him again. As soon as I went to shut the
phone off, there was his request. Mildly

to self: Always look at profiles. He is very
selective about whom he loves and puts
conditions on almost everything while I
practice unconditional love.
There are many more differences between
the two of us but i just wanted to touch
upon a few so that you would see how far
apart we are in our conceptions of how life
should be conducted. Being 7,605 miles
away is just a minor complication due to
social media.

amused, I accepted it and went to bed.

I reevaluated my viewpoint on diversity

To make a long story short, I have so many

always thought that diversity is what made

anecdotes, and to allow me to get to my
point, let us just say he has not left my
inbox, my phone or video calling for the

this year because of this event in my life. I
mankind intriguing but by embracing the
similarities, you are allowing the other
person not only to be accepted but to be

last year.

assimilated so we are all just one people.

We are so different in so very many ways.

The Hindu religion is much like my own.

He is Hindi (Sindhi to be exact) and I am
Wiccan ( witch to be exact ). I have worked
very hard my whole life to maintain a
comfortable lifestyle and he was born into
an upper caste and has not worked a day
in his life. His caste still believes in
Phone : 087 619 8265

We may call our Gods and Goddesses by
different names but they both teach
reverence for Mother Earth and all of her
creatures. Hindu is based on kindness and
the giving of self and The Wiccan Rede
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none." and we heal and spread love and

I have always thought that age is just a

light. Both our religious holidays and

number and I have friends from 18 to 90.

auspicious days revolve around the phases

Age is also not a concern to him as he is

of the moon. Although we practice in

an old soul and has lived many lives

different ways, the end results are the

before.

same. WE ARE ONE.

outreaches my own and I am not ashamed

I was born into a middle class family and
was taught very early that the only way
you get anywhere in life you have to work
hard and get an education. So I did. But I

His philosophical wisdom far

to admit that. He is exceptional in some
areas and I am exceptional in others.
Everything in life must retain a balance. In
this, WE ARE ONE.

also volunteered and gave back to the

So finally, to my point.

community and that is where my joy

different cultures, different backgrounds

resided. He was born into an upper caste

and different ideologies which indeed

and essentially everything was handed to

makes it both interesting and challenging

him on a silver platter. He has never

to the both of us. So much information has

worked but there is not a day that goes by

been exchanged between the two of us

that he is not feeding the poor, playing

that we had erroneous misconceptions

with the street children, managing affairs

about.

for his family or praying at a temple for the

appreciation for each other's countries. I

well-being of India. He treats everyone,

no

rich or poor, with the same dignity and

overpopulated, poverty ridden, disease

respect. In this, WE ARE ONE.

stricken country but one of great beauty

He does not believe in arranged marriages
and I do not believe in the Institution of
Marriage. A piece of paper does not bind
your souls but binds you legally. Neither
of us thinks this is spiritually correct.
However, The Department of Immigration
deems it to be so. So we will BE AS ONE in

We

longer

now
think

We come from

have
of

a

India

realistic
as

an

and rich in history. He had me read
Freedom at Midnight which opened my
eyes. He no longer sees America as The
Land

of

Plenty

an

idealized

version

perpetuated by the media but now knows
that it has its challenges as does every
other country.

our hearts AND as one by Homeland

It is the similarities that has allowed us to

Security. And yes, there is a slight bit of

blend and not just to appreciate the other

sarcasm there.

but to truly love the good as well as the

He does not eat the meat of a cow as this

bad.

animal is considered sacred in India. I do

The East has met the West and WE ARE

sometimes eat beef but it is not a staple in

ONE.

my diet. We respect each other on this
issue. On this, WE ARE ONE.
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recorded;

DUBLIN’S URBAN FOREST - BY
GERALD MILLS, TINE NINGAL AND
MICHAEL BRENNANSCHOOL OF
GEOGRAPHY, UCD.
Cities

are

by

definition

lacking

the

majority

(>80%)

were

classed as Lime (970), London Plane (697),
Maple (354) or Hornbeam (116). However,
it was calculated that the majority of air
in

vegetation as much the natural cover is
paved or built upon. Nevertheless the
vegetation that remains (as parks, gardens

quality services were provided the London
planes which were much older on average
than other species.
http://logmytree.blogspot.ie/2012/10/inve

and trees) is especially valuable as places

ntory-of-dublins-urban-trees.html

of recreation and because they provide a

Extending this work to the Dublin county

great

services,

area is the objective of a research project

including biodiversity, water and noise

between Geography at UCD, the four

control and air quality management. Of

Dublin local authorities and the OPW (see

course, different vegetation can provide

https://dublintrees.wordpress.com/

different levels of services and the quality

more detail). To do this we have focused

of the services depends on the character

on

and extent of the vegetative cover. For

essentially the proportion of the landscape

example,

expansive

that is covered by leafy canopy; the larger

canopies provide far more diverse services

this proportion is the greater its capacity

per surface area than grass lawns. To

to perform environmental services.

range

of

large

ecosystem

trees

with

assess these services across a city requires
a

spatial

inventory

that

measures

vegetation (and especially tree) cover.
Many refer to the trees in cities now as
urban forests that should be managed as
such, that is, planted and harvested
strategically to produce a diverse tree
cover.

estimating

tree

canopy

for
cover,

In October, 2015 we ran a one-day
conference on Urban Forests to show the
initial findings of our work and to provide
some international perspective (most of
the lectures are online). One of the
keynote speakers, David Nowak, works
with the US forest service and has
developed

a

suite

of

software

for

Over the past several years, Geography at

evaluating the services of urban forests;

UCD has been building this database.

this i-Tree software has been used in many

Initially, the project completed a survey of

cities; for example London estimates that it

all the trees in Dublin’s inner city (defined

has over 8 million trees that provide nearly

as the 14 sq. km between the Grand and

20%

Royal canals). The location of each tree

(http://www.forestry.gov.uk/london-itree).

was

images

We have used a similar method in this

(>10,000) and those trees planted along

study however our estimates allow us to

city streets and pavements (>2500) were

provide more detailed spatial cover.

identified

from

aerial

canopy

cover

visited. The attributes of these street trees
(species, height, trunk diameter, etc.) were
Phone : 087 619 8265
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Some of the initial results are shown in

http://streettree.ie/ that gives the user the

Figure 1 where the landscape is shaded in

opportunity to plant trees across inner city

different colours according to tree canopy

Dublin to address the deficiency index.

cover; the lowest (reddest areas) have less

Our work is nearly completed. The canopy

than 5% cover and the highest (greenest)
have more than 50% over. Here, only tree
cover in the urbanised part of Dublin is
shown and large parks are excluded
(hence the gaps along the Dodder valley
and in the Phoenix park). The map shows
that the greenest part of Dublin is the
south-south-east ad along a corridor
extending from Clontarf to Castleknock.
The lowest cover is to be found in the
inner city, especially the docklands and
toward the southwest (the airport can be
seen clearly).

cover of the county area has been
measured and we are now evaluating their
net value in terms of pollution removed.
Currently, we are trying to get general
information of the species of tree planted
in Dublin; while the street trees tend to
have limited variety, those planted in
private gardens and public parks are
extremely diverse. If anyone is interested in
providing information on species planted
in their gardens, please complete the
survey at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FYKT66S

This map contains a lot of information. The

. Once completed, all of the data will be

leafy suburbs generally have larger houses

made available and we will ensure that

with more generous gardens, trees tend to

Friends of the Forest are informed.

be numerous and large. The inner city
neighborhoods are more densely built so
that there is less open space for trees to be
planted. The docklands in particular are
noticeable

because

they

are

former

industrial/transportation areas that have
been paved over but are now increasingly
residential areas. In the outer suburbs, the
large red path to the west of Crumlin is an
older industrial estate; elsewhere there are
large grassy fields but few trees. Sharing
tree.
Despite these explanations it is apparent
that many neighborhoods across the city
lack tree cover; this is particularly the case
in

the

city

centre

where

Figure 1. Tree canopy cover across the urbanised landscape
of Dublin (large green areas are excluded). Canopy cover is
estimated for areas equal to 250 sq. m across the city.

careful

consideration could be given to how best
to increase the tree cover generally.
Readers
interesting

may

be

interested

web

Phone : 087 619 8265

in

application
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at
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WORKING WOODS: A DIFFERENT
APPROACH - BY ANDREW JORDAN
It has long been the intention of Forest
Friends to help establish a centre for
biodiversity, woodland skills training and
permaculture design. The vision is for this
centre to fulfil a perceived need for some
physical place where people can come
together to learn about the inner world of

Details can be accessed through the Cooperative Alternatives website, under the
“Community Shares” tab.
The second source of capital would be a
crowdfunding campaign, which entitles the
donor to special incentive-raising perks,
such as access to workshops, access to
camping facilities, a tree or trees planted in
the donor’s name, etc.

a native woodland, hone their skills in a

There would also be a segment of the

wide range of disciplines, ranging from

membership that would be interested in

general

coppice

becoming more involved in the project,

management to forest crafts, i.e.: charcoal-

perhaps to establish their livelihood on-

making, mushroom production, animal

site, or even because that person or family

husbandry, eco-tourism, furniture-making

would one day like to live in a woodland

and herbal medicine.

community,

similar

established

in

woodland

and

The key to success in such an endeavour, is
security of tenure on the land, capital
investment

to

build

it,

and

to

other

ones
EU

already
countries,

including The United Kingdom.

the

The vision for the site is that it would

support/initiative of the local community.

initially be just well-enough equipped with

We have come across a model that may

infrastructure

suit these needs, and it has already proven

workshops/gatherings to take place. From

its effectiveness north of the border. The

this starting point we would like to see

model is basically a co-operative, the only

more shelter constructed, including poly-

difference being that members of the co-

tunnels for food and tree propagation, a

op can invest as much or little as they are

barn for equipment and dry storage. A

able, both monetarily and physically. It is

meeting

called the “community shares” model and

accommodate several families.

it involves buy-in on the part of local
community. It is essential that the project
is locally supported. The nuts and bolts are
quite

simple.

If

a

member

of

the

community [or anyone else] would like to
support this project, they purchase shares
in the co-op, whether they intend to

The

first

in

house

step

order

large

is

to

for

enough

talk

to

to

other

organisations that may be willing to work
with us. One potential partner would be
the Northern Ireland Woodland Trust, who
have assisted groups to set up woodland
co-ops in the past.

interact with the activities or not. The
shares would increase in value as the
woodland is developed. Shareholders may
receive dividends as income is generated.
Phone : 087 619 8265
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The next step would be to assess our limits
and strengths, to get an idea of what we
can use and what we need. These limits
will also determine the size of site required
and possible locations. It would be ideally

LETTER FROM FRANZISKA ONE OF
LAST YEAR’S FOREST FRIENDS
INTERNS
Dear John,

be within shooting distance of Dublin, with

I wish you the very best for your birthday

access to public transport and close to the

and I hope you enjoy your day! As I often

border. Some standing native woodland is

check the Facebook page of Forest Friends

a

I see a lot of great stuff going on and the

requirement,

in

order

to

conduct

research and provide raw materials to
begin demonstrating the range of outputs
that can be derived from a well-managed
woodland.

interns doing good work.
It’s nearly exactly one year ago when I
started my internship for Forest Friends.
I’m so happy and proud that I took the

To find out more about this project or

opportunity to do this internship and I

offer support, please contact Andrew

learned a lot of stuff. Not only about

Jordan

nature

at

Forest

[growyourgrub@gmail.com]

Friends.

but

also

about

myself

and

important things in life.
I could say that I’m not the same person as
last year anymore, because my perspective
of several things changed. Thanks to you I
now know that every little action can help
to change the world and I’m proud to tell
you that I’m currently a volunteer (I’m
doing researches and stuff like that) for a
German

environmental

organization

which’s main goal is to protect the rain
forest.
Moreover I want to thank you for the
wonderful experience I was allowed to
make and I want to tell you that you are a
role model and an inspiration and I hope
that in the future you are doing as well as
now and help to make the earth a better
place.
Furthermore I am very proud that I was an
intern of forest friends and I will never
forget that time!
Best wishes from Germany, Franziska
Phone : 087 619 8265
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FUNGUS: THE KEYSTONE KINGDOM
OF FORESTRY - BY ROBERT MILLER
Who now plans to conserve mushrooms?

remains of all past generations, while the
death of an organism would render the
nutrients it contained forever inaccessible.
Along with bacteria, fungi are

Those that make the forest bloom,

perhaps the most important decomposers

Picturesque, they leave us blessed,

on earth. They play a significant role in

From death to life, the mothers’ breast,

your home to mountainside lichens, and

almost every ecosystem, from mould in
have

Visionaries, they’re dispossessed,

even

been

known

to

survive

ultraviolet and cosmic radiation in space
travel.1 Despite this, still very little is known

Of wood to make all life anew,

about the Fungi Kingdom, with a mere

And regulate the morning dew,

100,000 species, from an estimated total of
1.5 – 5 million, having been formally

Can’t you hear the déjà vu?

described by taxonomists.2 In fact, until
recently fungi were classified as part of the
Plant Kingdom, though we now know that
they have more in common with animals.
The role of fungi in forestry is so
important that it would not be an
exaggeration to say that without fungi
there could be no forests. Indeed, a case
could even be made that fungus is
necessary for all terrestrial plant life. But it
is in forests that the role of fungi is

Decomposition,

the

transformation

of

dead organic matter that allows it to be
reconstituted as new forms of life, does
not just happen, as if by magic. Rather, it is
effected by the consumption habits of
organisms known as decomposers, which
recycle the nutrients of an ecosystem by
breaking down dead organisms. This
process of decay acts as a bridge between
death and life, transforming dead life
forms into sources of fertility for the living.
Without it, life as we know it would be
impossible, as all the available space on
earth would be choked up with the
Phone : 087 619 8265

especially important, since wood-decay
fungi are the only organisms in the world
that

have

necessary

developed
to

the

decompose

enzymes
lignin,

a

chemically complex substance responsible
for the stiffness and inedibility of wood. In
addition, fungi can survive particularly
harsh conditions, such as acid soils, and
can use their branching network of hyphae
to penetrate deeply into organic matter,
making

them

the

most

effective

decomposers in a forest environment.
It is not only as decomposers that
fungi provide vital ecosystem services for
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forestry. For example, by way of a dense

trees. The same is true of agriculture, as

network of hyphae known as mycelium,

can be seen in the Great Irish Famine, in

fungi are able to mediate plant-to-plant

which the cultivation a single variety of

transfers of vital nutrients, having recently

potatoes, known as lumpers, allowed the

been found to act as a medium for the

easy spread of fungal rot to decimate the

3

exchange of carbon between trees. They

crop.6 Today, monoculture plantations

are able to do this by means of a symbiotic

often rely on fungicides to increase yields

relationship

mycorrhizal

and protect the genetic conformity of

association, which is probably the most

cultivars, which increases the toxicity of the

prevalent mutualistic relationship on earth.

soil and threatens human health by

A mycorrhizal association occurs when a

causing the spread of resistant fungal

fungus colonises the roots of a plant,

pathogens.7 In addition, certain fungicides,

gaining access to the sugars produced by

such as propiconazole and pyraclostrobin,

photosynthesis and in turn helping the

have been found to play an important role

plant to absorb vital nutrients that it would

in bee colony collapse, compounding the

otherwise be unable to obtain. It is

effects of neonicotinoids and making bees

estimated that 90% of all terrestrial plants

more susceptible to a fungal pathogen

engage in mycorrhizal relationships and

called Nosema ceranae.8

called

a

that they are for the most part dependent
on these relationships for their survival.4
Not

only

is

this

Today, as we struggle to reimagine
our relations with the environments in

mycorrhizal

which we live, and which live through us,

symbiosis necessary to maintain forests,

we

but we have only recently begun to

monoculture practices that deplete the soil

discover the importance of mycorrhizal

of nutrients, increase the vulnerability of

associations in agriculture, including, but

cultivars

not limited to, increased nutrient uptake,

depletion,

increased pathogen resistance, improved

bioaccumulation

soil structure, increased water retention

pesticides and fertilisers made using fossil

5

must

learn

and

to

lead

habitat
of

move

to
loss

beyond

groundwater
and

poisons

the
from

and reduced risk of soil erosion. However,

fuels. In forestry, our aim should not be a

fungus can often be parasitic and is

monoculture plantation focused solely on

generally considered in both forestry and

productivity, but rather a polycultural

agriculture to be a harmful pest. In a

forest in which biodiversity is both the

diverse ecosystem this parasitic activity is

means and the end. In this endeavour we

generally beneficial, keeping plant and

can learn much from the strange ways of

animal populations healthy by weeding

fungi, which consume death and excrete

out

a

life, recycling nutrients through the soil

the

and living in mutualistic symbiosis with

genetic diversity to prevent large-scale

both plants and animals. Trapped in the

contamination, the spread of a fungal

perpetual motion of production, we are in

infection can wipe out an entire stock of

desperate need of a focus on regeneration.

weaker

monoculture

organisms,
forest,
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In an age where growth is the highest

6

ideal, it is imperative that we learn the

the Irish Potato Famine: cases of missing

Understanding Evolution, “Monoculture and

ways of decay.

genetic variation”,

----------------------------------------------------

/agriculture_02 (accessed 30/05/2016)

1

http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article

Leopoldo G. Sancho, Rosa de la Torre, Gerda

7

cf. L.T.F Luce, “Fungicide Resistance: Risk and

Horneck, Carmen Ascaso, Asunción de los Rios,

Consequence in Modern Agriculture”, Institute

Ana Pintado, J. Wierzchos, and M. Schuster,

for Agriculture and Trade Policy (December

“Lichens Survive in Space: Results from the

2014),

2005 LICHENS Experiment”, Astrobiology.

http://www.iatp.org/files/2014_12_23_Fungicid

Volume 7, Issue 3 (July 2007), pp. 443-454

e_LL.pdf (accessed 01/06/2016); Dr Paul E

2

cf. Gregory M. Mueller and John Paul Schmidt,

“Fungal biodiversity: what do we know? What
can we predict?”, Biodiversity and

Conservation. Volume 16, Issue 1 (January
2007), pp. 1-5; D. L. Hawksworth, “The fungal
dimension of biodiversity: magnitude,
significance, and conservation”, Mycological

Research. Volume 95, Issue 6 (June 1991), pp.
641-655; Meredith Blackwell, “The Fungi: 1, 2, 3
… 5.1 Million Species?”, American Journal of

Botany. Volume 96, Issue 3 (January 2011), pp.
426-438
3

Tamir Klein, Rolf T. W. Siegwolf and Christian

trees in a temperate forest”, Science. Volume
353, Issue 6283 (15 April 2016), pp. 342-344
P. Bonfante, “Plants, Mycorrhizal Fungi and

Endobacteria: A Dialog among Cells and
Genomes”, Biological Bulletin. Volume 204,
Number 2 (April 2003), pp. 215-220
5

Mellado, Willem JG Melchers, “Azole resistance
in Aspergillus fumigatus: a side-effect of
environmental fungicide use?”, The Lancet

Infectious Diseases. Volume 9, Number 12
(December 2009), pp. 789-795; Brett Israel,
“Fungicide use surging, largely unmonitored”,

Environmental Health News (February 22
2013),
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/
news/2013/fungicides (accessed 01/06/2016)
8

Korner, “Belowground carbon trade among tall

4

Verweij, Eveline Snelders, Gert HJ Kema, Emilia

cf. Ruben Alarcón and Gloria DeGrandi-

Hoffman, “Fungicides can reduce, hinder
pollination potential of honey bees”, Western

Farm Press (March 07 2009),
http://westernfarmpress.com/fungicides-canreduce-hinder-pollination-potential-honeybees (accessed 30/05/2016); Jeffery S. Pettis,
Elinor M. Lichtenberg, Michael Andree, Jennie
Stitzinger, Robyn Rose and Dennis
vanEngelsdorp, “Crop Pollination Exposes
Honey Bees to Pesticides Which Alters Their

cf. Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences,

Susceptibility to the Gut Pathogen Nosema

“Mycorrhizal Fungi and Field Crops”,

ceranae”, PLoS One. Volume 8, Number 7 (July

http://extension.psu.edu/plants/crops/croppin

24 2013); Tom Philpott, “The Mystery of Bee

g-systems/documents/mycorrhizal-fungi-and-

Colony Collapse”, Mother Jones (July 31 2013),

field-crops.pdf (accessed 31/05/2016); James

http://www.motherjones.com/tom-

Young, “Fungal Soil: What is it and why do we

philpott/2013/07/bee-colony-collapse-

want it?”, Permaculture Research Institute (May

disorder-fungicides (accessed 30/05/2016)

7 2014),
http://permaculturenews.org/2014/05/07/fung
al-soil-want/ (accessed 31/05/2016)
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both for animals and local communities
WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 2016,

involved.

A CALL FOR ACTION - BY ILARIA

Nevertheless, illegal activities are far from

GIACOMI

being stopped by these laws. On the

On the 5th of June, UNEP, the United
Nations

Environment

Programme,

celebrated the annual World Environment
Day (WED), a special event for raising

contrary, they give support to a wide
network of illegal commerce, which rely on
corruption and prevent local governments
from developing legal trading companies.

awareness about serious environmental

As for many other environmental issues,

concerns. This year WED focused on

essentially related to detrimental human

wildlife trade, an illegal activity that

activities, which are jeopardising the fragile

endangers many species causing them to

balance of nature, the responsibility of

be on the edge of extinction.

finding solutions lies upon us, as people

Trading wildlife products is something
which goes far back in history, as many
animal parts used to be considered as

with access to information and the chance
of making choices which lean towards
sustainability and environment protection.

medical treatments or magical charms by

Although many people often believe issues

local communities, e.g. rhinos horns and

such as illegal trade to be unsolvable

elephants fangs. Recently though, these

problems related to somewhere very far,

trades became more and more related to a

and therefore out of their own range of

western interest for exotic and precious

action,

products, which are considered symbols

widespread across western countries, is

for luxury or fashion statements, which is

just an old way of getting away with it.

the case of ivory, tortoise shell and
rosewood. In addition to this, some rare
animals are illegally traded to become
pets, suffering from a range of cruel
practices related to their seizure and
transport,

sometimes

even

involving

mutilations.

Every

this

effort

thinking,

towards

which

is

protecting

still

the

environment has to be global, which
means that everyone is directly involved. In
the latest years concern and awareness
about issues such as climate change,
global warming, resources exploitation,
deforestation and animal extinction have

As we can easily imagine, there are several

been highly increasing, but still many

laws for trade regulation, established by

people are missing the following step, that

the Convention on International Trade

of taking action for a change.

in

Endangered

Fauna

and

Species

Flora

of

Wildlife

(CITES),

which

completely forbid the trade of these
species and controls that of other kinds of
products, in order for the trade to be safe
Phone : 087 619 8265

And this is not even difficult: nobody can
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for environmental organisations, nor to
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though I am convinced we would be
surprised by the improvements our life
could have if we all take a serious
commitment towards the environment). All
we are asked is to be careful and
conscious when buying products, to check
that they are the outcome of a legal
activity aiming at the development of a

CONSEQUENCES OF THE
PERVASIVE, COVERT AERIALEMPLACEMENT OF TOXIC COAL FLY
ASH INTO THE AIR WE BREATHE BY MARVIN HERNDON

local company and that their production is
environmentally (and socially) responsible.
Then possibly, to convince others to do

Beginning

in

2014,

I

became

concerned about the near-daily spraying

the same.

of minute particles into the atmosphere

This is asking very little from us as buyers,

air we breathe. There was no information

but might mean a lot for developing
countries and the environment. The only
way of getting rid of illegal trade and
similar issues is to discourage them for
continuing their activities: if they have no
market, they have no point in existing.
The aim of an event such as World
Environment Day is exactly this: to let
people know what is going on with their
own planet, by focusing each year on a

where clouds form, which mixes with the
identifying the substance being sprayed or
the concomitant consequences on public
health: Only disinformation. Being a welltrained

take action for a change.

scientist,

I

literature

evidence

that

substance

being

sprayed

the

main

is

coal

combustion fly ash [1], a substance too
toxic to be allowed to exit the smokestacks
of coal-burning utilities.
Sprayed

into

the

troposphere

(lower atmosphere), coal fly ash retards the
fall of rain, heats the atmosphere, traps

If we care about the Earth, doing nothing
is not an option.

experienced

discovered and published in the scientific

different environmental issue, in order to
raise awareness and commit people to

and

Earth’s

heat,

contributes

to

global

warming, and poisons our planet. Coal fly
ash is toxic to virtually all life, including
humans,

especially

pregnant

women,

children, elderly, and the infirmed. Being
less than 2.5 micro-meters in diameter, the
particles can enter the body through skin,
eyes, ingestion, or inhalation, where they
become deeply imbedded in the lungs.
Only body moisture is required to release
a host of heavy-metal toxins, as well as
aluminum in a chemically mobile form:
Aluminum is implicated in neurological
Phone : 087 619 8265
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diseases such as Autism, Alzheimer’s,

motive is to melt the Arctic to get at

Parkinson’s; covert coal fly ash aerial

petroleum and natural gas reserves, and to

spraying, which has taken place for at least

open a Northern passage. Who knows?

15 years, may be a contributing factor to

But one thing is certain: None of these

the striking increase in those disorders.

activities warrant the harm to humans,

I have advised San Diego’s Mayor
and Chief of Police of the dangers to
public health and suggested they warn the
most at-risk individuals; they did nothing,

plants, animals, and our planet’s natural
processes, all of which are inextricably
connected for the existence of life on
Earth.

not even request additional information.

Herndon, J.M. Aluminum poisoning of

To me that suggests they are under a gag

humanity and earth's biota by clandestine

order. (Executive? Court? Congressional?)

geoengineering activity: Implications for

If so, it is an illegal order: No one has the

india. Current Science 2015, 108, 2173-

right to poison humanity on a grand scale.

2177.

In normal times, if a foreign country were
to spray coal fly ash over American cities, it
would be considered an act of war and
those planes would be shot down.
Since the late 1990s, the U.S. Air
Force has boasted of its interest in
weather-warfare. In the Vietnam War,
seeding clouds to produce rain was used.
Since then, the military developed the
technology of using aerial-sprayed coal fly
ash to retard, inhibit, and suppress the fall
of rain and snow. As a weapon of war, it
can cause droughts, destroy human and
animal crops, causing hardship, suffering,
and starvation. So why are the intense and
prolonged spraying activities going on
over California and elsewhere in America
and in other parts of the world? Probably
there are many motivations. Clearly one
goal is to develop the technology for
weather-warfare.

Certainly

there

are

fortunes to be made: By utilities selling a
toxic waste product; by jets engaged in
spraying; by aircraft fuel suppliers; and
possibly other profit centers. Perhaps one
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wild fruits and meat, has now been forced
EDUCATING LOCAL PEOPLE
CRUCIAL TO CONSERVATION
EFFORTS SAY EXPERTS- BY TITO
KARIUKI
Collaboration between the Kenya Forestry
Service, United Nations agencies and other
donors has seen 70,000 acres of the
country’s main water tower reforested
A

group

women

to take up farming. This, he argues, is
tantamount to colonising their eating
habits.
The massive harvesting of indigenous
plants resulted in the extinction of certain
trees and shrubs that attracted bees to the
Ogiek’s traditional beehives. Lembule says
he was once the proud owner of 200
beehives, harvesting
honey

of

April

spur

since

their donkeys
on

as

hurry
the

and

August

there

which ensured that

Njoro-

there were enough
of

the plants the

bees fed on.

carrying
of

firewood, which the women have just
harvested from the Mau Forest.

His gesunguti (honey
store), now a mere relic, was always filled
with the cherished food, which, he says,

Remarkably, until the 1990s, the road in
the Mau Forest was no more than a narrow
path choked with dense undergrowth, as
well as ferns and trees, through which one
had to painstakingly thread their way to
enter the Forest.

kept diseases at bay and also served as an
anti-ageing agent.
Notably, some varieties of the indigenous
trees that thrived on the banks of the
streams and rivers in the forest, forming a
heavy canopy, were logged to extinction.

But uncontrolled harvesting of trees in the
forest for firewood and charcoal has had
serious consequences.

“You cannot find those trees anymore, and
that is why few people have beehives.
Many of us have only two or three

Karia Lembule, whose Ogiek people rely
heavily on the forest, says the destruction
began in 1995. Born in 1944 into the
Tiriatab Suswe clan, Lembule says the
destruction has forced the local people to

beehives, but even then it is just a matter
of trial-and-error because you wait for the
bees but they won’e come,” says Lembule,
who lives in Kiptunga, a sub-station of
the Mau Forest Complex.

change their diet. The hunter-gatherer
community, which once survived on honey,
Phone : 087 619 8265
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The situation was further aggravated when
parts of the forest were converted into
human

settlements,

as

well

as

into

farmland and pasture. The human activity
that followed led to the drying up of
springs flowing from the source of all
springs in the Rift Valley and western parts

FAR-REACHING EFFECTS
“The rains were part of our lives and bees
thrived. There was a lot of rain from

of the country.

January to October, and it subsided only in

“We had rivers Iterit, Mbaragia and Tiribati

forced to grow potatoes and maize, but

Susuweki, which are yet to be restored,”
Lembule says. “They fed River Ndarugu,
which flows into River Njoro. These rivers
supported the vegetation that favoured
beekeeping, which are now extinct.”
Life has certainly changed for the more
than 10,000 Ogieks living in the Eastern
Mau, which comprises Kiptunga, Logoman,

November and December. Today, we are
we always worry about the harvests since
the rains are so unpredictable. Besides, this
is not the life we are used to,” Lembule
adds.
Lembule only wishes they could restore
the rivers that gave life to the plants that
provided food for bees.

Terret and Likia forests.

“If people had not burnt down trees,

The change in rainfall patterns and loss of

They loved water and hated hot sun,” he

the special vegetation has cost them not
just a source of livelihood, but also their

perhaps we would still be having some.
says wistfullly. Karia.

health, Lembule avers.

The effects of the degradation of the

“We never used to go to hospital. When

been felt, not just by the neighbouring

someone fell sick, they would be given
concoctions made from herbs and honey.
But today our children have to be taken to
hospital even for simple illnesses such as
fever,” he explains.

largest montane forest in East Africa have
community and Kenya as a whole, but
much further afield as well. This is because
it boasts the largest groundwater reservoir
upon which the 12 rivers feeding the major
national and trans border lakes stream

“Look at me now,” says the weary looking
Lembule, “my skin is rough and my bones
are all rattly. This would not have been the
case had I been eating honey. Our bodies
are not used to potatoes or foods like
maize. Honey is our life.”

from, according to the Kenya Forest
Service.
Among these are rivers Njoro, Makalia,
Mara and Nderit, which drain into Lake
Victoria, which is shared by Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania.

Shifting to crop and livestock farming has
not been easy for the community.

The lakes around which tourism is built
such as lakes Nakuru, Elementaita, Baringo
and Bogoria, which also benefit from the
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water tower, have also suffered the impact

The greatest destruction took place on the

of its destruction.

eastern and western sections, where close

“These rivers had nearly dried up by the
time rehabilitation efforts began in 2008,”
says Cosmas Ikiugu, who is heading the
efforts to restore the Mau Forest.
The

United

Nations

to 150,000 people had settled illegally,
resulting in massive degradation of the
forest’s ecosystem, Ikiugu says.
These cases were witnessed in Nakuru

Environment

Programme (Unep) says that between

County in the eastern zone, and Narok
County in the western zone.

1990 and 2001, up to 107,000 hectares of

The Mau Forest Complex spreads across

the Mau Forest Complex’s more than

five counties, namely Nakuru, Kericho,

400,000 hectares were destroyed.

Baringo, Narok and Bomet.

The destruction resulted in the drying up

“There are climatic changes associated

of River Mara, which supports the Mara-

with the destruction of the water tower. In

Serengeti ecosystem, as well as the River

fact, that is why we are have discussions

Miriu, whose waters are now being used to

on the El Nino rains and dry spells in the

generate power.

country,” says Ikiugu.

Other activities such as agriculture and

The heavy

water supply were also adversely affected.

siltation of rivers and soil erosion in certain

Meanwhile, Unep and KFS estimate that six
million people in East African benefit
directly from the Mau Forest Complex

floods Narok

experiences,

parts of Njoro, Kuresoi and Molo are just
some of the effects of the degradation the
water tower, according to conservationists.

since it’s the largest water tower in the

In 2008, when the destruction of the forest

region, supporting a variety of economic

was at its peak, driving four kilometres into

activities.

Lake Nakuru National Park was easy

The forest’s degradation also led to erratic
weather patterns and flash floods, which
are most severe in Narok. Trees serve as
carbon

sinks,

so

destroyed, more carbon
atmosphere,

which

when
is

they
left

in

warms

are

thanks to the greatly receded water levels,
an indication of the detrimental effects of
the degradation of Mau Forest, Ikiugu
says.

the

The receding of Lake Nakuru’s waters

the

negatively affected the

environment, leading to alternate seasons'

animal

of floods and droughts.

changed the ecosystem. Similarly affected

But, unless the local people understand

and

bird

more than 500

species

because

it

was the River Mara.

that they are a contributing factor, little

“I remember in around 2002, the water

will be achieved in the fight to reverse the

levels in the River Mara were so low that

negative effects, conservationists say.
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there

was

little

excitement

about

wildebeest migration,” notes Ikiugu.

and all the wheat withered. I harvested

It is around this period that blackouts and
rationing of electricity took a heavy toll on
manufacturing industries, which consume
65 per cent of the power in the country.
The hydro power generating River Miriu,
which is fed by springs from the Mau
Forest, had dwindled to a trickle, the Kenya
Forest Service (KFS) officer accounts.
Nakuru

County

environment,
resources,

director

energy

Timothy

hot until August. Pests infested the crop

for

nothing,” says the environment specialist,
an alumnus of Egerton University, who
would go to the Mau Forest to buy honey
for Sh5 a litre in the mid-1990s.
“In 1990, the forest began at Ngata (about
five kilometres from the Nakuru central
business district and you could hear the
waters of the River Njoro gushing. Today,
it is a different story,” he notes.

the

and

natural

Kiogora

concurs,

saying, “Forests are reservoirs that absorb
carbon so when we destroy them, we really

But even as people like Lembule yearn for
a long-gone past following the loss of
their main source of his livelihood things
are beginning to look up.

cannot expect anything apart from climatic

Discussions on the rehabilitation of the

changes.

Mau Forest Complex featured prominently

“This occurs as a result of increasing the
greenhouse gases that warm up the
atmosphere. And the result is floods,
droughts, erratic rainfall patterns and even
an increase in diseases.”

still recalls with horror how he more than
million

after

a

the

launch

of

the

United

Nations initiative on Reducing Emissions
from

Forest

Degradation

and

Deforestation (UN-REDD) in September
2009, a year after then Prime Minister Raila
Odinga embarked on a drive to restore

Having had first-hand experience, Kiogora
Sh1

during

wheat

crop

he

planted in Nessuit in 2007 failed.

the water tower.
More than 20,000 families — mainly
Ogieks — were evicted from the forest, but
some

In 2005, he had planted potatoes on 20
acres in the same region and the harvests
were impressive, thanks to the favorable
weather conditions at the time. The next
two seasons he had equally good harvests.
Encouraged, he decided to diversify and
expanded the acreage to 30, using the

still

live

in

Kiptunga

Forest,

and others on its fringes namely Nessuit,
Mariashoni, Likia, Lari and Terret.
The initiative, a collaboration between the
United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation,

the

United

Nations

Environment Programme and the United
Nations

Development

additional land to grow wheat.

Programme involves reducing greenhouse

“I planted in March but, interestingly, it did

cent of the total global warming gases.

not rain in April as I had expected. It was
Phone : 087 619 8265
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Meanhwile, efforts to counter the effects

The Nakuru County director for the

of the devastation of the montane forest

environment, Timothy Kiogora, says the

are

funds can be used on initiatives aimed at

slowly

bearing

fruit;

a

number

of stakeholders have made commitments

sensitising

the

aimed at restoring the country’s largest

importance

of

water tower.

ecosystem and enlightening them on

In fact, some improvements have already
been made.

far

70,000

the

the
Mau

alternative sources of livelihoods.

extend to 2018 targets communities in
Nakuru, Narok and Bomet counties in the

hectares

have

been

rehabilitated through the Kenya Forestry
Service’s

protecting

to

The three-year funding project expected to

What has been achieved:
So

communities

(KFS) collaboration

with

the

adjacent communities, non-state actors,
development

partners

and

agencies,

including the United Nations Environment
Programme,

the

United

Nations

eastern Mau zone.
“It is not enough to tell people to conserve
the forest, especially when they depend on
it for firewood, or timber, or bee keeping.
You must give them an alternative,” says
Kiogora.

Development Programme and the Food

Sustainable use of local natural resources

and Agriculture Organisation, says Cosmas

is among the 17 post-2015 agenda that

Ikiugu, the head of the Mau Conservancy.

countries will be striving to achieve.

The

for

The Sustainable Development Goals, to

Livelihoods Scheme (PELIS), a collaborative

which Kenya is a signatory as a member of

programme

and

the United Nations, emphasise the need to

neighbouring communities, is giving the

embrace collaborative methods in efforts

Mau afforestation momentum.

to alleviate poverty and manage resources

More

Plantation

Establishment

between

than

associations

100

KFS

community

(CFAs),

—

forest

efficiently.

communities

organised into groups to access forest
land where trees have been harvested —
are allowed to grow crops in the forested
land for three years while they take care of
the trees. This has yielded encouraging
results, Ikiugu says.
“Now we have Lake Nakuru overflowing
and the River Mara is full,” he adds. The
rehabilitation
attracted

programme

funding

from

has
the

also
Dutch

government.
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YOUNG ECOLOGIST SAVE PLANET
EARTH CHALLENGE YESPEC 2015
YESPEC is a joint project of Dublin North

6) Make a list of the main features you
would include in your ideal wildlife garden.
_____________________________________________

Rotary and Forest

SECTION B

Friends Ireland. YESPEC will be run in
conjunction with the
Peace Forest Ireland Project.
www.forestfriends.ie
http://www.rotarydublinnorth.ie
THE COMPETITION

Students must complete the full
programme.
SECTION A

Answer the questions.
1) What do you regard as the biggest
environmental problem in the world today
and what solutions do you
offer to deal with it ?
_____________________________________________
2) Name ten steps that need to be taken
to save planet earth.
_____________________________________________
3) Name an environmental organisation
that exists in your local area:
_____________________________________________

4) Name three Irish Environmental
Organisations:
_____________________________________________

5) Name three worldwide environmental
organisations:
_____________________________________________
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SECTION C

Deforestation:
Deforestation is destructive to life and
must be halted. List below ten benefits
that trees and forests offer.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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7) What costs are associated with the loss

SECTION D

of vultures in India?

Please circle the right answer

a) $ 100 Million b) $ 1 Billion c) $ 20 Billion

1) The annual global environment damage

d) $34 Billion

caused by human activities worldwide is
11% of GDP; which amounts to how many

8) What is the annual value per hectare of

trillion dollars?

pest control by birds in a timber-

a) 10 Trillion b) 6.6 Trillion c) 3 Trillion d)

producing plantation?

15 Trillion

a) $ 1,500 b) $2,000 c) $5,000 d) $ 10,000

2) The Health benefit of 10 per cent more

9) What percentage of major crop plants

cycling in Copenhagen is valued at how

relies on animal pollination?

many million dollars?

a) 25% b) 50% c) Two-Thirds d) 80%

a) $ 12 Million b) 10 Million c) $ 6 Million
10) What percentage of the $640 billion

d) $ 5 Million

pharmaceutical market is based on natural
3) What percentage of GDP in Belize is

genetic diversity?

reliant on corals and mangroves?

a) 15-25% b) 25-50 % c) 50-70% d) 75-

a) 10 per cent b) 15 per cent c) 20 per cent

90%

d) 25 per cent
11) What percentage of human support
4) What value is placed on one square

systems depend on nature?

kilometre of mangrove forest?

a) 11 % b) 50 % c) 75% d) 100%

a) $ 200,000 - 900,000 b) $ 400,000 700,000 c) $100,000 - 500,000 d) $600,000-

12) The following represent 90% of the

900,000

causes of animals becoming endangered
or extinct. Please attribute this percentage

5) What is the annual economic value

(45; 35; 20) to each.

provided by the oceans?

a) Over-hunting and Poaching ______%

a) $ 5 Trillion b) $21 Trillion c) $ 13 Trillion

b) Habitat loss ______%

d) $ 50 Trillion

c) Pollution ______%

6) What percentage of oxygen is produced
by plankton?
a) Over 12 per cent b) over 27 per cent c)
over 50 per cent d) over 60 per cent
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SECTION E

1. Design a YESPEC colour Poster

2. Design a YESPEC logo.

3.

Design a T-Shirt for the YESPEC
project.
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In the past humans who were close to

SAVING AFTER THE AGE OF

Nature would draw attention to decisions,

PROTEST IS OVER - BY JOSEPH

which would lead to disaster, by mass

DUNNE
A simplified version of a personal view by
Seosamh P O Duinn

facing what could be her greatest threat
since the age of the Dinosaurs when her
mantel

could

no

longer

maintain the balance of gases which
sustained their lifeforms and so most of
their species suddenly (in space time )
became extinct.
Humans

(like

the

Dinosaurs)

have

biospheres

have

already

collapsed and when an unknown (at
present) number of those Biospheres
collapse the effect will be that the Great
Mothers mantel will again be shredded
and humans will be top of the list for
extinction. This is mainly because humans
have separated themselves from the world
of Nature and will not be able to adapt to
the changed conditions in the way some
other lifeforms can. Unlike the Dinosaurs
humans have options in so far as some
humans have the capacity to identify the
causes of the impending disaster and
some

humans

have

the

capacity

of

identifying workable solutions which could
be

adopted

and early 1980’s. They would convince
others to join them and all would protest
in the streets and force change by sheer
numbers.
This

was

not

easy

because

the

Governments, kings or Corporations had
access to armed men who were prepared
to use whatever force was needed and

exploited the Earth to the extent that
numerous

Anti-Nuclear protests and the various Civil
Rights protests of the 1960’s and 1970’s

The Great Mother ( the natural world) is

protective

protest. Examples being the Anti War,

without

inconvenience. Indeed

much
some

real
minor

changes to human social structures and

mass media in order to use propaganda to
prevent

the

protestors

from

succeeding. While this use of force and
propaganda was successful in preventing
some protest and undesirable events it
had an unexpected consequences (for the
corporations) in that there was a lot of
adverse

publicity

and

public

opinion

forced corporates to change and lose
some profits and the cost of the arms and
men reduced the profits even further.
The Corporations decided a more cost
effective way to improve the potential for
profits and to protect those profits from
interference by concerned humans was
needed. So they spent some of their
profits on installing minions into areas of
influence in Governments and agencies
which could mould the decisions of
Governments and public opinion.

trading and work practices if adopted

These

minions

could prevent the disaster (even at this late

moulding

hour).

Corporate profit protecting legislation and

Public

have

succeeded

opinion

to

in

accept

other legislation restricting interference
with
Phone : 087 619 8265
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Corporations and the setting up of a pan

If you are not familiar with laws perhaps a

European armed force to deal with civil

simple

unrest -including anti corporate activities

helpful. Matricide is the crime of killing

in any member State. This force matches

your Mother, Patricide is the crime of

the Federal Forces in the United States and

killing your Father Homicide is the crime of

other Countries and supplements the

killing another Human Genocide is the

private

Multinational

crime of killing a particular group of

Corporations and as the cost of this force

humans and Ecocide is the crime of killing

is covered by taxes on Citizens the overall

by the Heedless or deliberate destruction

cost for Corporations are reduced.

of

armies

of

the

If humans cannot protect out Earth by

the

explanation

natural

would

environment,

be

as

by

pollutants or an act of war.

protesting in the streets, without the real

Polly Higgins is promoting a rethinking of

risk to life and limb, or in the Courts

the basis of law in order to include the

because they do not have access to

basic over riding principle “first do no

unlimited funds, what can they do?

harm” A crime of Ecocide is a practical law

Well one woman has decided to devote
her life to championing the cause of
protecting the Earth from the destructive
forces of the Corporations and their
lackeys in Government by using her
experience as a Barrister that woman is
called Polly Higgins

to

protect

the

Earth

the destructive
their

consideration

from

potential of

untethered Corporations
maximise

profits
as

of its citizens (there would be no cost to
the individual human .) Human rights
would be protected and Governments
must stop the harm. To put it more simply
destroying the Earth is a crime against Life
Peace and Nature as is State failure to
prosecute the perpetrators or assist those

Some years ago Polly realised that in
order

A State would have to prosecute on behalf

to

-

seeking
without

the

to
any

ultimate

consequences - what was needed was a
new law –which should have been a basis
for all law- which creates a legal duty of
care for the living by putting our Earth
and all her lifeforms including Humans
first, a law that prohibits mass damage and
destruction to lifeforms and their habitats
a law which makes Ecocide a crime with
real consequences.

who are effected by the destruction of
habitat etc. Ecocide is a State crime, a
corporate crime, Eco-crime, Leadership
crime, a crime against Peace. This law is
about accountability at the most senior
level.
Since Polly started her campaign many
countries have included Legal protection
for the Earth and Nature in their local laws
and some countries have recognised the
rights of the Earth and Nature in their
Constitutions. Ecuador

was

the

first

country to recognize Rights of Nature in
its Constitution as did Bolivia a short
time later. Perhaps it is time for Eire to
include a charter of the unalienable rights
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of

the

Earth

and

Nature

into

a

Constitution? Anyone interested in taking
up this noble cause?
If you want to learn more about Polly’s
work you could read her books Eradicating
Ecocide, Earth is our Business and I Dare
you to be great or you could join the Earth
Law Alliance which she co-founded. Polly’s
campaign

is

funded

by

independent

donations in partnership with The Earth
Community Thrust, a conduit charity who
support Voices for the Earth. Donations to
Voices of the Earth go directly to those
voices including Polly.
Polly’s most recent article is “The duty of
care for our common home” and can be
read on the internet. If you like what Polly
is doing please support her by spreading
her message or by founding or joining an
internet group

or

a

live

action

environmental group.
As a foot note if you are still willing to risk
protesting in the streets to protect yourself
or the Earth there is a group called The
Common

Law

Society

which

helps

members to learn their rights and how to
lawfully protect themselves against abuses
of law. What you learn with them may not
save your life or limb but it could save you
the inconvenience of being intimidated by
minions of the State or Corporations, or a
“Justice” in a court situation.
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PLANTING TREES TO MITIGATE
CLIMATE CHANGE - BY DERMOT
DEERING
It is now undeniable that climate
change is a major global threat, having
already crossed the boundaries for a safe
operating space for humanity. Over the
last century global temperatures have risen

research has demonstrated how in natural
forest systems, where extensive forestry
management is practiced, the fraction of
net primary production (biomass) in the
forest floor, i.e. dead woods, microbial
activity and organic matter present in the
soil,

is

significantly

higher

than

in

plantation forests.

by at least 0.7 degrees Celsius. Sea levels
are rising at three millimetres a year and
Arctic sea ice is melting at almost three per
cent a decade. Continued warming at the
same

rate

will

result

in

substantial

damages to water resources, ecosystems
and coastlines as well as food supplies and
health.
Recent research, such as the Stern
Report on the Economics of Climate
Change, leads us to believe that the
benefits of strong early action on climate
change considerably outweigh the costs.

At Forest Friends we believe that it is not

This should prompt a vast immediate

enough just to curb deforestation, but also

increase in research and investment into

that active programmes of tree planting

climate change mitigation and adaption

and forest management are needed to

projects. According to the Stern Report,

mitigate, as well as to adapt to, climate

“curbing deforestation is a highly cost-

change. Forest Friends has established a

effective way of reducing greenhouse gas

small native Nursery in Ballyboughal,

emissions”,

from

Fingal, which comprises exclusively native

deforestation are estimated to represent

seedlings from local provenance (83%

more than 18% of all global emissions,

Oak) and we intend to use this study to

while “action to preserve the remaining

provide some indicator of the potential for

areas of natural forest is needed urgently.”

native forests to stabilise climate and

natural

as

emissions

Established

natural

forests,

particularly

and
but

seminot

exclusively rainforests and old growth
forests, are currently acting as efficient
carbon sinks because they are absorbing
more carbon through photosynthesis than
they release in respiration. More recent
Phone : 087 619 8265

enhance biodiversity. In addition, the
Forest Friends Peace Forest Project, which
envisions

a

continuous

native

forest

spanning the border with Northern Ireland,
has the potential to develop these and
other trees into a new, semi-natural forest
that can contribute greatly to Ireland’s role
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in mitigating climate change, as well

mitigation and adaptation. From the point

supporting

the

by

of view of Forest Friends the work will fit in

promoting

cross-border

cooperation.

with our strategic aims, which are to

These Forest Friends initiatives can play an

develop the Nursery as a service to local

important

climate

communities, local authorities and others

change as well as in adapting to some of

interested in sustainability and biodiversity.

role

peace

in

process

mitigating

its more severe effects.
In the Forest Friends Tree Nursery
we intend to study and quantify the
carbon storage capacity of native trees,
drawing on the research of Dr. Tine Ningall
and using work developed in the UK. A
number of

FFK 2016 INTERNATIONAL
BIODIVERSITY WEEK
DATE: 22 MAY 2016 VENUE: MERU
COUNTY-KENYA - BY TITO KARIUKI

graphs will be used to

INTRODUCTION

represent future growth projections of the
trees

and

the

amount

carbon

The preservation of nature has remained

sequestered and stored in Oak trees. The

the priority of the global community in

future projection will locate the trees as

view of anthropogenic threats that have

they go past the 45 year mark and are thus

almost made some important species

obtaining

extinct, which have been exacerbated by

optimum

of

conditions

for

sequestration. Models will be created to
demonstrate

the

projected

carbon

quantities that the trees are capable of
sequestering and ultimately acting as
natural carbon sinks. The models will
conceptualise the seedlings of the Nursery
in their mature state as established in
Hedgerows, groves (planted out in the
Fingal area) and not as single trees. The
objective is to create or replicate mini
woodlands, i.e. playing their part in the
carbon cycle through exchange of carbon
between replica woodland, biomass, soils
and atmosphere.
This

collaborative

Though

endeavour

could be of great value to planners and
policy makers (among others) who would
be looking for accurate information as
strategies and plans for climate change

numerous

environmental

conventions to protect the environment
exist, little or no awareness remain the
biggest challenge among majority of
citizens.

More

pertaining

or

these

less,

discourses

Conventions

have

remained the preserve of the elites and
government bureaucrats.
With the reality of these environmentbased challenges posing threat to even the
gains achieved over time in the fight
against

between Forest Friends and Dr. Tine Ningal

Phone : 087 619 8265

climate change.

poverty

and

attainment

of

sustainable development, there is broad
consensus that bottom-up community
participation and entrenching community
ownership of such processes could provide
the missing link between policy making
and implementation.
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Nothing could be so compelling especially

together to take stock of the natural and

at this period when public participation

human-induced

has been made the legal cornerstone of

biggest Water source, Nyambene forest,

any

which nearly triggered human-human-

policy-making

process

in

Kenya.

Obviously as the new practice community
participation

may

have

its

attendant

challenges, but the reawakening being
witnessed paints a picture of communities
seeking to be stewards of their resources
and hence their destiny.
The

challenge,

is

lack

facing

the

animal conflicts last dry season.
Residents will take advantage of the rain
season to plant trees as symbolic gesture
that they have a role to restore nature. The
tree planting exercise will thus be the
rallying

however,

problems

action,

which

will

remind

of

participants of their duty to connect with

resources to facilitate such discourses.

their immediate environment, and link

Creative ways of constant engagement

their daily struggles with the changes they

should thus be pursued. One of such ways

are observing.

is to use opportunistic moments such as
scheduled
public

meetings

barazas

of

and

organisations,
internationally-

recognized days and new media

to

facilitate engagements.

in general, the 2016 International Day of
Biological diversity, celebrated on 22nd
presents

an

opportunity

for

community mobilization and discourse on
the two landmark agreements to be
concluded later in the year – a new set of
goals

to

of late, as they have stared at the
depletion of Nyambene forest and the
resultant drying up of key streams, the
main source of water for domestic use and

And for Forest friends in Kenya and Africa

May,

Nature has been hostile to this community

succeed

the

Millennium

development goals and a new climate
change agreement – to bring into limelight
the importance of nature (flora and fauna)
conservation as key elements of the new
agreements.

farming.
Prolonged

drought

and

unsustainable

water piping caused the drying up of the
main river in lower Nyambene region three
months ago, resulting, for the first time, in
intervention by the management of the
Meru National Park which ordered all
water intakes populating the river course
to be demolished to allow water reach
animals which were facing starvation.
The

downstream

communities

were

threatening to mobilise themselves to
climb upstream to release water in the

JUSTIFICATION

blame-game that was ensuing in the

It is with the above background that a

unprecedented occurrence where Ura river

number of individuals and community-

has never dried up.

based organisations in the Eastern part of
Mt. Kenya have identified this day as an
important

moment

to

Phone : 087 619 8265

rally

residents

This activity will contributes to global call
for action against climate change, while at
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the same time demonstrating that locallevel action and people’s own solutions
can be catalysts of the desired change in
the climate-constrained world.
This

activity

therefore

presents



an

environmental
management
initiative to provide a platform for
dialogue
To
contribute
to
grassroots
mobilizations
towards
climate
change negotiation

opportunity to showcase this project as
part of capacity building and showcasing
climate solutions to the communities.

OUTCOMES



Miss Tourism Kenya comes handy in this
activity since through the partnership with
Forest Friends Ireland, there is need for
capacity building at the county level as
part

of

the

mobilization

from



the

grassroots level.
FFK

in

partnership

with

Kagoech



Foundation Trust and the Kenya Forest
Service

will

be

collaborating

in

the

Greening Schools Programme and as part
of reaching out to more counties, this
activity

provides

an

opportunity

to

reaching out to more counties.



Enhanced awareness by the
community about the link between
their
immediate
environment,
biodiversity and changes in climate
2,000 trees planted and each
participant adopts a tree and
commits to track its growth – this
connects people for continued
conversation
A platform for continued dialogue
about
environmental
and
sustainable water management
launched
A
process
for
resident’s
participation in national dialogue
on the new climate agreement and
Post-2016 agenda launched.

OBJECTIVES









To create awareness on the link
between
nature
preservation,
climate change and sustainable
development
To create a forum for local people
to exchange ideas and find
collective
solutions
to
environmental
and
water
challenges facing them
To create awareness among local
community and general public of
the ongoing discourse on the
Sustainable development goals and
new climate change agreement,
and the role of communities and
biodiversity
To launch a local participatory,
community-driven
water
and

Phone : 087 619 8265
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THE TREE SPEAKS - BY CATHAL Ó
SEARCAIGH

the angels who alighted on me with the
snow.
With the fluent tongue of my leaves
I defended, passionately,

I am the tree that will be destroyed,

this space in which I thrive;

tomorrow I will be cut and laid low.

in which I spread with wonder

My dignity will be hacked at;

the green thoughts that come to me in
Spring.

my limbs will be strewn
in the dirt of the street

With bounteous seeds I covered

my strong limbs.

this earthly space around me with
certainty,

The white blossom of my laugh will be
stolen.

in celebration of the Tree Spirit
that quickened firmly in me

Everything I have stored

as I came of age.

in the marrow of memories will be
destroyed;

And tomorrow when they burn me,

my first tears of joy; my first leaves of
hope;
the first syllable of music pulsing through
my branches;
the first Spring which clothed me in a
green dress.

when my bones will smoke,
I will become one with the Sky, the Fiery
Sky!
that has fueled my imagination from dawn
to dusk
with brightness, with Light.

The tales of adventure related to me
by the birds; the nests that flourished
in the leafy shelter of my eye,
the storms I calmed
in the softness of my embrace.
The children who swung between life and
eternity
in my branches; the whispered secrets
breathed to me in the night shadows;
the moon who dressed me in the golden
lace of autumn;

SOURCES:
https://celticsouldotorg.files.wordpress.com/
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www.irishseedsavers.ie - www.iwdg.ie -

LINKS
Below are some important links to
environmental organizations which will
help the reader to expand their knowledge
and
appreciation
of
environmental
conservation and issues:

www.iwt.ie - www.justforests.org www.nativewoodlandtrust.ie www.theorganiccentre.ie - www.sonairte.ie
- www.cultivate.ie - www.cultivate.ie www.mammals-in-ireland.ie www.voiceireland.org -

- www.biologicaldiversity.org

www.zerowastealliance.ie

The Center for Biological Diversity (Center),
based in Tucson, Arizona, is a nonprofit
membership
organization
with
approximately 625,000 members and
online activists, known for its work
protecting endangered species through
legal action, scientific petitions, creative
media and grassroots activism.
FOREST FRIENDS LINKS:

www.forestfriends.ie - 0876198265
OTHER USEFUL LINKS:

www.defenders.org/
www.earthjustice.org/
www.wildearthguardians.org/
www.nrdc.org/

http://forestfriends.ie/

www.sierraclub.org/

https://www.facebook.com/ForestFriendsIr
eland

https://www.edf.org/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/100527
8129512096/?fref=ts

www.xerces.org/

https://www.facebook.com/peaceforestirel
and

www.nature.org/

LINKS FOR IRISH ENVIRONMENTAL
NETWORK MEMBERS:

www.centerforfoodsafety.org/
www.nwf.org/
www.npca.org/
www.oceanicsociety.org/

www.antaisce.org -

www.ran.org/www.environmentamerica.or
g/

www.batconservationireland.org -

https://www.youtube.com/user/abcbirds

www.birdwatchireland.ie - www.celtnet.org
- www.coastwatch.org www.goldeneagle.ie - www.crann.ie -

www.audubon.org/
www.aldf.org/

www.ecounesco.ie - www.feasta.org -

www.humanesociety.org/

www.forestfriends.ie - www.foe.ie -

www.lcv.org/

http://friendsoftheirishenvironment.org/ -

https://seaturtles.org/

www.globalactionplan.ie -

www.hedgelaying.ie - www.ideaireland.org

https://www.facebook.com/.../ARANAnimal-Rights https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRLJsc
Alk1M

- www.inff.ie - www.ipcc.ie -

http://www.bornfree.org.uk/

www.gluaiseacht.ie www.goldeneagle.ie www.goodenergiesalliance.com -

www.irishsealsanctuary.ie Phone : 087 619 8265
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